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ABSTRACT

This collection of works describes the transformation of an existing set of
heterogeneous product knowledge into a coherent design repository that
supports product information archival, storage, reuse and design tool generation.
Existing product information was analyzed and compared against desired
outputs to ascertain what information management structure was needed to
produce design resources pertinent to the design process.

Methods of

incorporating non-conventional functional representations of artifacts are
explored, incorporated and standardized along side conventional functional
representations.

A review of automatic design model generation addresses

shortcomings in product representations by comparing standard hand generated
design tools to computer-generated design tools. By pinpointing discrepancies
between the two sets of models, additional artifact functional representations are
identified and defined. The additional functional representations, dubbed as
supporting functions, are then used to complete the existing artifact functional
representations. A finalized repository system incorporating standard and nonconventional function representations is then reviewed. The underlying database
and computational implementation are explored and related to rules and
constraints determined from design theory.

With the fundamental

underpinnings of the repository defined, a populated knowledge base is
demonstrated. The repository search and browse features as well as the overall
knowledge base consistency are shown. Working within the repository, design
tools are generated such as bills of materials and design structure and function
component matrices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The first paper, “Enhancing Virtual Product Representations for
Advanced Design Repository Systems," outlines the need for a function based
repository system and chronicles the creation and demonstrates the capabilities
of the first repository system built at UMR. Building on lessons learned from the
initial repository project, the second paper, "Representing Product Functionality
to Support Reuse: Conceptual and Supporting Functions," describes the creation,
test and implementation of a non-conventional artifact representation to increase
accuracy of design tool generation. Finally the third paper, "Product Design
Support: Exploring A Design Repository System," ties elements from papers one
and two together into a highly integrated suite of repository applications.
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PAPER 1: ENHANCING VIRTUAL PRODUCT REEPRESENTATIONS FOR
ADVANCED DESIGN REPOSITORY SYSTEMS

Matt R. Bohm

Simon Szykman, Ph.D.

and Robert B. Stone, Ph.D.

Manufacturing Systems Integration

Design Engineering Laboratory

Division

Department of Basic Engineering

National Institute of Standards and

University of Missouri - Rolla

Technology

Rolla, Missouri 65401-0210

100 Bureau Drive, Stop 8263
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8263

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the transform ation of an existing set of
heterogeneous product knowledge into a coherent design repository that
supports product information archival, storage and reuse. Existing product
information was analyzed and compared against desired outputs to ascertain
what information management structure was needed to produce design
resources pertinent to the design process. Several test products were cataloged
to determine what information was essential without being redundant in
representation. This set allowed for the creation of a novel single application
point of entry for product information that maintains data consistency and
allows information be easily exported. The exported information takes on many
forms that are valuable to the design process such as a bill of materials and
component function matrix. Enabling technologies include commercial software,
XML (extensible Markup Language) data, XSL (extensible Stylesheet Language)
transformation sheets and HTML (HyperText Markup Language). Through this
process researchers at the University of Missouri - Rolla (UMR) have been able
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to dramatically improve the way in which artifact data is gathered, recorded and
used.
1 INTRODUCTION
As products become more complex there is an increased need for the
designer or team of designers to be able to have access to a breadth of design
information spanning a variety of disciplines. Consideration of many types of
artifacts is necessary when searching for component solutions, in order to ensure
a high quality product that meets the needs of the customer. Well suited to meet
this need are design repositories - knowledge bases of heterogeneous product
design knowledge that can be searched and reused. Design repositories support
these types of activities in original design and redesign cases.
Over the course of several years of research and integrated design
coursework at the University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR), a body of product design
knowledge was developed for approximately fifty consumer products. This
knowledge base, which included descriptive product information such as
functionality, bills of materials and design structure matrices, lacked a standard
interface, data consistency and the ability to output design representations with
ease. Observing user interactions with the knowledge base, including design
modeling activities as well as retrieval and reuse/redesign activities, revealed
that these drawbacks served as a barrier to effective use of the knowledge base.
By unifying these disparate components into a design repository, it has been
possible to improve the utility of the knowledge base for viewing, searching and
reusing the wealth of preexisting design knowledge.
This paper reports on research efforts conducted at UMR 1) to accurately
identify the types of design knowledge required to support designer activities; 2)
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to represent information from this product knowledge base in a design
repository system; and 3) to reuse that design knowledge for future product
design. By following a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
research effort in the area of design repositories, and by reviewing a design
knowledge base system previously developed at UMR, a transformation has
taken place in the way research activities at UMR catalog, view, and export
design information. A key goal of the NIST design repository effort has been to
generate a set of platform-independent data models that can easily be transferred
from one system to another. NIST has proposed a set of information models that
provide a generic, neutral format for capturing, storing and reusing product
representation knowledge. Mappings of these information models into XML
have been developed to facilitate system implementation and data exchange.
Through the use of documentation and reports provided by NIST, as well as
personal communications with NIST staff, UMR focused on developing the
capability to export XML data in conformance with the NIST design repository
representation class structure.
In addition to adopting the NIST-developed representation schemata,
UMR researchers also had the goal of creating an application that could output
design aids such as detailed bills of materials, matrices to support design
computations and, ultimately, graphical functional models. A single, simplified
point of entry for product information that integrate s well with product
dissection processes (Otto & Wood 2001) was also desired. With these objectives
identified, this paper examines the design knowledge base that had been
previously developed at UMR, looking at how product information is collected
and what information is necessary.

The key pieces of design information
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gathered are functional models and a detailed bill of materials.

From

combinations of these two pieces of information, all other desired product
representations can be derived.

These two sets of data form the basis for

transforming an emerging knowledge-based system into a more mature design
repository-based tool.
2 BACKGROUND
In order to create a quality design repository, there are several elements of
previous research that must be used to represent a product with consistency.
This section starts out by reviewing commercially available software applications
that resemble a design repository system, though do not fully fulfill the role of
repositories in design. Next, sections 2.2 and 2.3 identify design information
typically recorded and used in original and redesign settings which is not
formally captured by current computational design tools.

O f this design

information, product functionality is key for product categorization, search and
reuse. In particular, the functional basis is described and is presented as a means
to describe product functionality. Finally, Section 2.4 reviews the NIST-proposed
design repository representation and describes how it is designed to handle this
new data.
2.1 Commercial Design Repository Systems
There is currently no product on the market that is truly a design
repository; however, there are several packages that contain elements of a design
repository. Such computerized design packages can be grouped into three basic
categories: 1) mechanical computer-aided design (MCAD) packages that
augment traditional CAD models with more abstract design knowledge; 2)
systems engineering toolsets which contain higher level design information that
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may be used to generate CAD models; and 3) systems modeling and simulation
packages that have little or no interaction with traditional CAD packages. For
the MCAD packages, the typical approach is to add layers of abstract design
knowledge to the existing CAD model. For all categories, no standard language
has evolved, though there is widespread use of the process of functional
decomposition.

Within such decom positions, whether for function or

architecture, no standard exists concerning levels of abstraction. Finally, each
package appears to use its own proprietary data structure to store the additional
design knowledge. One representative example commercial package for each of
the three categories is described for illustrative purposes.1
Unigraphics - UG/WAVE (www.ug.eds.com/ug/).

UG/WAVE is a

MCAD package. It adds abstract product design knowledge capability to the
core Unigraphics CAD (or solid modeling) package.

Product architecture

information in a parametric product layout is captured in a "control structure."
This appears to be similar to a functional modeling approach to product design,
but is more form oriented. The module allows "what-if" evaluation of simplified
design alternatives, making the necessary modifications to the rest of the design
as necessary. It does store subsystem design knowledge such that it can be re
used in future products.
3SL - Cradle (www.threesl.com/). Cradle is a British systems engineering
toolset composed of six modules that can be used together or separately. Its
systems modeling component offers robust support of several modeling
notations, including functional block diagrams, behavior diagrams and object
1 Use of any commercial product or company names in this paper is intended to provide
readers with information regarding the implementation of the research described, and does not
imply recommendation or endorsement by the authors or their institutions.
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oriented support. Design knowledge is stored in a single repository structure
accessible by all modules.

Cradle also allows high levels of re-use among

subassemblies stored in its repository. While it is not a CAD package per se, it
can export information to a variety of CAD formats.
Nu Thena Systems - Foresight (www.nuthena.com). Foresight is strictly a
systems modeling and simulation tool.

It takes a hierarchical approach to

functional and architecture modeling, allowing as many levels of abstraction as
desired.

In addition to the functional and architecture model, a mapping

between the two is stored as design knowledge. This provides a strong link
between function and form design. The package does not interact with other
CAD systems and the functional language used favors electronic systems.
The concept of a design repository is extremely useful in the context of
automated design storage and retrieval packages. Although design repositorybased systems do not exist in commercial form today, the review of current
commercial offerings indicates that elements of the design repository concept are
being adapted by mainstream commercial product development systems, and
that industry is moving towards the vision of design repositories.

No clear

direction exists for its development, though. A standard repository structure,
supported by fundamental functional and architecture modeling research, is
needed to guide work in this area.
2.2 Product Functionality
Addressing the need for a clear vocabulary to describe product function,
the functional basis has emerged as a standardized design language (Hirtz et al.,
2002). It was formulated in concert with NIST to unify two similar, independent
research efforts (Szykman et al., 1999; Stone and Wood, 2000). The functional
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basis consists of two sets of terminology: one containing action verbs to describe
function, and a second containing nouns to describe flow. The functional basis
spans all engineering domains while retaining independence of terms. The
function set of the basis is broken down into eight categories termed the primary
classes. These classes have further divisions, called the secondary and tertiary
levels, that offer increasing degrees of specialization.

The primary class

represents the broadest definition of distinct function while the tertiary class
provides a very specific description of function. The secondary level of the
function set, containing twenty-one action verbs, is the most often used class of
the basis. The primary class and secondary function terms are shown in Table 1.
The flow set of the functional basis allows for the associated function's
input and output flows to also be described. Similar to the function set, there are
three distinct classes within the flow set of the functional language. Within the
primary class of the flow set, there are three main categories used to describe
flow: material, signal and energy - as popularized by Pahl and Beitz (1996). Each
of these categories has the capability to represent the input or output of a
function. The secondary class of this set has 20 nouns that are used to describe
the type of flow. It is the secondary class of this basis that is primarily used
when describing a product. The primary class and secondary flow terms are
shown in Table 2. The tertiary level is omitted from Tables 1 and 2 for reasons of
brevity, and can be found in (Hirtz et. al, 2002).
Table 1 - Function classes and their basic categorizations
P rim a r y

B ra n c h

C hannel

C o nn ect

C o n tr o l
M a g n itu d e

C o n v ert

P ro v is io n

S ig n a l

S u p p o rt

S eco n d ary

S e p a r a te
D is tr ib u te

Im p o r t
E xp ort

C o u p le
M ix

A c tu a te
R e g u la te

C on v ert

S to re
S u p p ly

Sen se
In d ic a te

S ta b iliz e
S e cu re

P ro c e s s

P o s itio n

T r a n s fe r

C hange

G u id e

S to p
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Table 2 - Flow classes and their basic categorizations
E n e rg y

P r im a r y

M a te ria l

S ig n a l

Se co n d ary

H um an

S ta tu s

H u m an

E le c tr ic a l

M e c h a n ic a l

G as

C o n tro l

E le c tr o m a g n e tic

P n e u m a tic

L iq u id

A c o u s tic
B io lo g ic a l

H y d r a u lic

R a d io a c tiv e

S o lid

C h e m ic a l

M a g n e tic

T h erm al

P la s m a
M ix tu r e

Using the functional basis to represent product functionality within the
design repository allows product knowledge to be searched and categorized by
their function.

This abstraction allows the designer to focus on overall

functionality and to develop more creative solutions for solving a design
problem (McAdams and Wood, 2000).
3 ASSEMBLING PRODUCT DESIGN KNOWLEDGE COMPONENTS
3.1 Information Modeling and Capture in the UMR Knowledge-Based System
While product function is a core component of design representation,
other higher-level descriptions (such as customer needs) and lower level
representations (such as component dimensions) are needed to completely
describe and, thus, archive product knowledge. The different representations
chosen for this work are based on product information flow schemes (Shooter et
al., 2000) and dissection processes (Sheppard, 1992; Otto and Wood, 2001) as well
as information needed in a variety of modern design methods and tools
(Pimmler and Eppinger, 1994; Campbell et al., 2000; McAdams and Wood, 2000;
Wood and Verma, 2000; Campbell et al., 2001; Strawbridge et al., 2002; Wood et
al., 2002; Stock et al., 2003). Eight types of design models that have been used to
represent design information in support of the conceptual design process at
UMR (and more generally as well) are identified below.
Customer needs: To record product information, existing products are
utilized and operated, and a basic list of customer needs associated with the
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product is gathered.

This is vital in identifying the product's purpose and

market niche. It is important to understand the market area and/or level of
performance that an individual product is expected to meet. To gather customer
needs the product is operated by a designer and a survey is produced. The
survey is geared to determine what features customers enjoy, how they feel
about the product and if there is an overall purpose for the product.

The

questionnaire is also designed to find out what features or additions could be
incorporated into the product and to establish a performance rating of the
included features. The surveys are conducted with potential product customers
while they operate the product. Customers are asked to rate areas on the survey
on a 1-5 (5 being best and 1 being minimal) scale. Once a base of customers had
been surveyed, the responses are averaged to determine the overall customer
need weight (Hauser and Clausing, 1988; Otto, 1996; Urban and Hauser, 1993).
Bill o f Materials (BOM): A bill of materials is a detailed description of all of
the artifacts within a given product. This provides an easy way for designers to
see a simple breakdown of parts contained within a given product. Although
artifact function descriptions are not traditionally used as part of BOM
representations, in the context of research activities at UMR, such
descriptions—represented as function and flow pairs—are associated with each
artifact.

For example, the artifact motor has the functional description of

"convert electrical energy to mechanical energy." Additional information about
an artifact's mass, dimensions, manufacturing processes or material composition
is also recorded. The BOM is usually represented in a tabular format with the
artifacts or part number listed on the left most column, where each row
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represents a different artifact. A partial BOM for an electric wok is shown in
Table 3.
Table 3 - A partial BOM for an electric wok
P a r t#

A1

A2

C om ponent

Q ty

P a rt D e s c rip tio n

P a rt C o lo r

1
2

1
1

Lid screw
Lid handle

Silver
Black

3

1

Lid

Red

Num ber

1
2

A3

A4

1

Temp switch

Red

1

Potentiometer
mechanism

Silver/gold

3

1

Plug and cord

Black

4

1

Socket

Silver

5

5

Wire snaps

Sliver

6

1

Heating coils

Silver

Function (SuD-rct.
D e c s rip tio n )

P h y s ic a l
P a ra m e te rs

Dia=0.3 "
Secure M E.
D ia=2"
Stop Th.E.
import solid and export Dome snaped with
dia=
12.25"
solid
Length=4"
Regulate E.E.
Regulate E.E.
Transfer and import
E.E.

Length=2"
I wo pronged plug,
copper wires
insulated with
plastic
Two pronged socket

i ranster and import
E.E.
Transfer E.E.
convert EE to i nermai
Energy, Sense thermal
Coil dia=0.5"
enerav
Lengtn=4 M, width=4
N
Secure M.E.

M fg. P ro c e s s

Rolled
Sawing
Casting
Processed
castinq
injection
Moldina
Drawing
Stamping
Stamping
Casting
Casting

1

1

Metal plate

Silver

2

3

6
1

Silver
S ilvir

Secure M.E.
Secure M.E.

£>ia=0.3 ■'
Dia=6:5"

Rolled
Casting

4

2

Nuts to hold base
Metal base cover
Nuts to hold metal
base cover
Plastic support
stand
1hreaded base
metals
Handle screws

Silver

Secure M.E.

Dia=0.3"
4 legged stand
lenath of lenath=5"
Length=2.25 ”

Injection
Moldina
Casting

5

1

6

2

1

2

Black

Stabilize M.E.

Silver

Secure M.E.

Black

Secure M.E.
import Hand,stop
Th.E. and distribute
M.E.
Store solid, transfer
Th.E., distribute M.E,
distribute solid.
E.E. - Electrical Energy

2

2

Handles

Black

3

1

Pan

Red

M.E. - Mechanical Energy

Th. E. - Thermal Energy

Rolled

Dia=0.4"

Rolled

D im = 3.5"X 1.25"

Injection
Molding

Dia=12.75 " and
depth=2.5"

Processed
casting

Functional Model: A functional model is a description of a product or
process in terms of the elementary functions that are required to achieve its
overall function or purpose.

A graphical form of a functional model is

represented by a collection of sub-functions connected by the flows on which
they operate (Stone and Wood, 2000).

This structure is an easy way for a

designer to see what type of functions are performed without being distracted by
any particular form the artifact may take. An example functional model of an
electric wok is shown in Figure 1.
Modules: Modules are simply clusters of functions that could be embodied
by one component or assembly based on the flow(s) that the functions operate
on. This is important as it suggests to the designer that a component or assembly
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that carries out all of the combined functions can be manufactured. Graphically,
the functional model is augmented with potential modules (or partitions) based
on a heuristic procedure (Stone et al., 1998; Gonzalez-Zugasti et al., 2000; Stone et
al., 2000a; Stone et al., 2000b). Modules can be seen in Figure 1, denoted by boxes
with hashed lines.

1

electridtyj

1

impart
elect.

transmit
elect.

elect.

elect.

heat leuel*"
food

J t2

regulate
elect.
.

food

impart
solid.

stare
solid

food.

j

distribute
solid

ir
I |

convert
heatl
elect, to
[therm, ener,

1 heat
1
I

measure . t o r
therm, ener.

I

transmit
1
therm, ener. food^
-----X.

I

heat

export
solid

food

rirtuid

deaW d iit^
cleaning j
solution j

food module
4-

T4 - r
impart
liquid

separate
solid

sol'a.

stop
liquid

sol'a.

deam/dir^
cleaning
solution

export
liquid
Liquid Module

debris

0m
m
human force

impart
hum. fame
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Figure 1 - Functional model of an electric wok
Function Component Matrix: A function-component matrix records the
component(s) that solve each function.

Within the matrix, rows designate

product components and columns designate the sub-functions of the product.
For a single component, the matrix is binary, with a "1 " showing that the
component solves the corresponding function and a //0" indicating no
relationship.

When multiple product component-function matrices are

aggregated together (known as a chi-matrix), the function-component now can
be used to generate concepts (Strawbridge et al., 2002). The component function
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matrix also serves as a roadmap linking the functional model and bill of
materials. An example function-component matrix is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4 - Partial component-function matrix of an electric wok
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o

Design Structure Matrix: The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is a matrix in
which rows and columns represent the set of artifacts within a product (Pimmler
and Eppinger, 1994). When two artifacts within a product interact with one
another in some way, the cell where a row and column corresponding to those
two artifacts meet is marked with a "1" (or alternatively an "X")-

Cells

corresponding to pairs of artifacts that do not interact are marked with a "0" (or
alternatively left blank). The DSM representation results in a symmetric matrix
because the interaction between artifacts A and B will show up at the intersection
of row A and column B, as well as at the intersection of row B and column A.
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This is useful in the design process to see how artifacts within a product relate to
each other physically. Table 5 shows a fragment of a DSM for an electric wok.
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Table 5 - Partial design structure matrix of an electric wok
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Product Vector: A product vector is used to determine a function's overall
importance and is based on the weighted customer needs for the product. Each
customer need associates with one or more functions.

The weighted sub

functions are summed to give an overall importance weight for that sub
function.

This is a useful step in the design stage to quickly identify key

functions of a product. A product vector for an electric wok is shown in Table 6.
Geometric Representations: Component and artifact photos along with solid
models (when available) are also collected. These help the designer to visualize
the form of the particular artifact/function. Figure 2 shows an example of
component photos and solid model captured for an electric wok.
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Table 6 - Product vector for an electric wok
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Figure 2 - Example component photos (a & b) and solid model (c) of an electric
wok
3.2 NIST Design Repository System
All of the above identified design knowledge models exceed the
representational capabilities of current commercial computational design tools.
A more flexible and vendor-neutral data structure is needed to represent the
heterogeneous knowledge that designers use. The NIST Design Repository
Project, was initiated to meet this need (Szykman et al., 1996; Murdock et al.,
1997; Szykman et al., 1999; Shooter et al., 2000; Szykman et al., 2001; Szykman,
2002).
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NIST has developed a set of information models to be used for modeling
product knowledge at varying levels of detail. There are several data entities
which allow for a variety of aspects of a product description to be represented.
The classes specified in the NIST Core Product Model include: Artifact, Function,
Transfer Function, Flow, Form, Geometry, Material, Behavior, Specification,
Configuration, Relationship, Requirement, Reference and Constraint2 (Fenves,
2001). Along with these classes there is a set of specific information needed with
each item and a specified type of value that can be entered.
Nearly all of the defined data types contain elements such as those shown
in the Artifact Class shown in Figure 3. The Artifact class specifies that the
artifact name along with artifact information and references are required. The
"(I)" means that any information contained about the denoted elements is
inherited from an abstract class defined separately, in this case the abstract class
called DPR_Object, as indicated in the first line of the class definition.

An

element denoted with "# (NOT NULL)" requires that the field must contain
data.

The element "type" contains "[A rtifact_Fam ily]" on the same line.

Instances such as this one, in which a term appears in square brackets denotes a
list of such pointers; thus the "function" is defined as being a list of at least one
(because of the "NOT NULL") or more pointers to items belonging to the
"Function" class.
The NIST design repository representation model is a basic framework to
help guide what type of product information is collected and how the elements

2 Several "abstract class" definitions also exist. These classes facilitate database design and
implementation by grouping attributes common to all of the subclasses of a given class.
However, instances of the abstract classes cannot be created, and are therefore not used in actual
product models (Szykman et al., 2001).
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of information are related to each other. NIST has also developed a mapping
from this representational framework into an XML data format. Within the NIST
XML code there are five different sections: Artifacts, Functions, Forms, Behaviors
and Flows. These sections contain information relative to their denoted naming
system.
Class Artifact

#

(inherits from DPR_Object)

{
nam e
in fo rm atio n
references
is_referenced_by
is _ m e m b e r_ o f
is_special_m em ber_-Of
type
is_specified_by
config_info
function
form
b ehavior
subartifacts
subartifact_of
is_source_of
is_d estin atio n _o f

(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
[A rtifact_F am ily]
{[S p e c ific a tio n ]}
[C o n fig _ In fo ]
{[F u n c tio n ]}
[F o rm ]
{[B e h a v io r]}
{[A rtifa c t]}
{[A rtifa c t]}
{[F lo w ]}
{[F lo w ]}

#

(NOT NULL)

#
#
#

(NOT NULL)
(NOT NULL)
(NOT NULL)

>
Figure 3 - Artifact class definition
Figure 4 shows a sample of NIST-formatted XML. The opening tag is
"<DesignRepository>" followed by "<Artifacts>" and "<Artifact nam e=...>."
These first few tags begin the XML representation of the "DesignRepository" and
then define the "Artifacts" subset followed by a specific "A rtifact" named
"widget." Within the "widget" artifact there are tags for information fields that
contain a description of the artifact, the creation date of the data entity, who
created the entity when it was last updated, and who performed the update. The
"<ref:........ >" tags are generic reference tags within the XML language, used in
this context to link one data entity (e.g., the "widget" artifact) to other entities
that are associated with it but are defined elsewhere (e.g., the widget's
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corresponding function, form and behavior). These entities all have information
in their appropriate section of the XML file. Subartifacts of the "widget" are
contained within the "<subartifacts>" tagged area and are then referenced by the
actual artifact. The structure of XML is such that an unlimited number of unique
"Artifact" elements can be defined under the <Artifacts> tag. Every element
keyed before "<Artifacts/ >," the close of the artifacts tag is described underneath
the "Artifacts" umbrella.

This structural style also follows for "Functions"

contained underneath the "<Functions>" tag, and likewise for Forms, Behaviors
and Flows.

A single product represented in this XML format will span

thousands of lines of data to accurately represent the product.
< Design Repository >
<Artifacts>
<Artifact name="widget" type=”Artifact>
<Information>
< Description >
description of widget
</Description>
<Creation>
<ref:Person ref="name_who_entered"/>
<Date value="Mon Jan 1 10:10:10 EST 2000"/>
</Creation>
<LastUpdate>
< ref: Person ref = ”name_who_entered"/>
<Date value="Mon Jan 1 10:10:10 EST 2000"/>
</LastUpdate>
</Information>
< ref:Function ref="widget_l_Function"/>
< ref:Form ref="widget_l_Form”/>
< ref:Behavior ref="widget_l_Behavior"/>
<subartifacts>
< ref:Artifact ref="widget_part_l"/>
</subartifacts>
</Artifact>

Figure 4 - Sample NIST formatted XML data
3.3 Technology
XML (extensible Markup Language) is a basic markup language for
documents containing structured inform ation (W3C, 2000).

Structured

information includes text, graphics and other elements and the structure comes
from the linking that gives an indication of what role the data plays. This
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information comes from the tags contained within the XML format. XML is
similar to HTML in that it uses tags to "markup" elements. A markup language
is a mechanism to identify structures in a document. XML differs from HTML by
virtue of its extensibility. Unlike HTML, which has a fixed set of tags, XML
allows for the creation of user-defined tags. The XML specification simply
defines a standardized method to add markup to documents.
XSL (Extensible Stylesheet Language) is a language for expressing
stylesheets given a specified class of arbitrarily structured XML data (W3C,
2001). XSL is used in conjunction with an XSL processor and XML data. An XSL
stylesheet processor accepts a document or data in XML, along with an XSL
stylesheet and produces an output that is formatted as defined by the stylesheet.
A stylesheet is essentially a document roadmap, it defines what elements are,
where they can be found and where they need to go. An XML file can be parsed
with an XSL stylesheet and passed through a stylesheet processor to create
reformatted XML, basic text, HTML or graphics. XSLT (XSL Transformations)
provide a language that is used to define transformations of one XML file into
another (W3C, 2002). XSLT is an important part of XSL.
4 RESEARCH METHOD
This section begins with a summary of the practice of design data entry
and usage in the knowledge-based system previously developed at UMR. The
shortcomings of the previous system are summarized in section 4.1. Section 4.2
presents a framework for an enhanced design repository-based system with ease
of entry and design tool output capability. Finally the solution is implemented
for an improved repository entry, management and retrieval method.

The
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system architecture is described in section 3.3 and details of its underpinnings
and output capabilities are described in sections 4.4-5.
4.1 Observation
Approaching this as a design problem, a list of customer needs for an
effective design repository is initially developed. The most important customer
need is to improve the repository data entry method. In order to improve data
entry, researchers at UMR reviewed the current design tools and determine what
pieces of information are required to fully represent product knowledge. The
data sets recorded contain customer needs lists, bills of materials, functional
models, module based functional models, function-component matrices, design
structure matrices, product vectors, artifact photos and assembly instructions.
Although this information is valuable to the design repository, it is sometimes
redundant in explanation and creation. Most of these elements are currently
created inside of spreadsheet and drawing applications.

Some application

dependence is removed by exporting the final files to an Adobe PDF (Portable
Document Format); however manipulation of the design knowledge still requires
the original applications. Product of design tools from the repository is often a
tedious process. For example, an aggregate component-function matrix was
populated manually by dragging and dropping individual product componentfunction matrices into the combined component-function matrix.
The goal of the research described in this paper is to reduce workload of
design engineers to populate design repositories, and, thus make them more
appealing as a design tool.

It was found that the bill of materials and a

functional model are the key pieces of information that are required to generate a
majority of the remaining representation schemata.
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The most noticeable issues with the previously existing data were the
inconsistency of product representation language and format.

This design

repository effort at UMR has been in existence since the summer of 2000 and had
over 11 different researchers contributing product data.

The inconsistency

between artifact representations can be linked to the time span and number of
researchers associated with the repository. This indicated that a strict framework
was needed in order to unify the repository format and increase consistency.
Physical artifact information such as dimensions, material and the
m anufacturing process varied greatly.

M ost artifact dim ensions were

represented by "L=6, W=2, H=3." Noticeably the lack of associated units of
measure results in an imprecisely specified product description. Multiple artifact
dimensions were often keyed into a single cell rather than individual cells, with
no consistent use of labeling. Similar issues were present with material and
manufacturing process data. Also noticed across the repository was a great
discrepancy between use of various function levels (i.e. primary, secondary or
tertiary) for modeling. According to Hirtz et al. (2000) the secondary level of
function is the preferred level for artifact representation.

Another issue

encountered was inconsistencies in the use of abbreviations for functions, such as
"Ex" for Export, "Im" for Import, "Sep" for Separate, or "Dist" for Distribute.
The textual information within the bill of materials combined the input
flow along with the function into a single cell. An example of this is "Conv. EE
to ME" which represents "Convert Electrical Energy to Mechanical Energy."
Often an artifact has multiple sub-functions and input flows, which took a
similar representation form as "Conv. EE to ME" combined together and
sometimes separated by commas or colons.

The data types and extensive
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variations in representation would not allow for even an intelligent parser to
retrieve accurate information.
Another hurdle to tackle was deciding how much textual product
information would be necessary to automatically generate a functional model, a
function component matrix and other representation types described in section
2.3. The functional model of a given product includes subfunctions as well as
input and output flows. In order to represent this type of information digitally,
both input and output flow must be recorded, along with the given artifact's
subfunction. These artifacts and associated subfunctions generally have input
and output flows linking them to other artifacts and subfunctions, but can also
interface with an environment outside of the functional model (import/export).
In the repository's initial state, this type of artifact linking had not been captured.
From the initial experiment of importing the ten test products and
reviewing current design schema representations, an extensive list of areas for
improvement was identified. The next section presents a formulation of an
improved repository knowledge entry scheme to address these issues.
4.2 Hypothesis (Solution Formulation)
The approach taken by researchers at UMR to address this problem was
the development of a single application called the Enhanced Bill of Materials
(EBOM), which handles entry, management and export of repository knowledge.
This approach somewhat parallels the original repository editor of the NIST
Design Repository Project (Szykman, 2002). All design knowledge corresponds
to a single artifact (which may itself be composed of additional subartifacts),
suggesting that an efficient EBOM should similarly be focused around each
single artifact. To accurately represent design knowledge and to embody flow
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origin and destination information, an extensive representation for each artifact
must be created. The layout must include the standard elements of a BOM,
along with additional information regarding the flow paths so that an accurate
digital representation of the product can be achieved.
A test bed of ten products was chosen to create the initial implementation
of the EBOM. These ten products were chosen because they contained artifact
representations spanning nearly all classes of flows and subfunctions. Having a
test data-set that maps into each of the function and flow types ensured that the
most possibilities and combinations of artifact setup were taken into
consideration while developing a new repository entry method.
The ten products were used both to test the integrity of the data, and for a
lesson in database programming.

The test products' M icrosoft Excel

spreadsheets were aggregated into a large spreadsheet and then imported into a
FileMaker Pro database. Attempts at exporting XML, Excel and HTML data
were conducted within FileMaker Pro (from FileMaker Inc.). Importing the data
into a formal database and the simple export tests demonstrated the strengths
and weaknesses of the database and the information contained within.
To eliminate discrepancies in language representation, abbreviations and
formatting, defined lists of commonly used BOM elements along with a
structured set of the functional language terms must be implemented. This is
achieved through the use of master lists within a relational database.

This

ensures that all products and artifacts represented across the entire span of
repository data are consistent, not only in language but also in format.

For

example, the material and manufacturing process fields are limited to a pre
defined list of commonly used materials and manufacturing techniques. Because
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these lists are maintained in separate relational databases, whenever the master
list is updated it will propagate to all the products. The initial material master
list shown in Table 7, was created by examining the most commonly used
m aterials that were already represented w ithin the repository.

The

manufacturing process list shown in Table 8, was adapted from the Dixon and
Poli (1995) Taxonomy of Manufacturing, and was combined with commonly seen
processes from previous product dissection. Master lists were also created for
flow and function secondary classes using the Hirtz et al. (2002) functional basis.
In addition, these lists can easily be edited to expand the terms available to users.
Table 7 - Material type master
list

Table 8 - Manufacturing processes master
list

M a te ria l

Manufacturing Process
Injection molding
______ Stamping______
______ Extrusion______
________Rolling_______
_______ Casting_______
_______ Forging_______
______ Machining______
_______ Forming_______
________ OEM__________

P la stic

ABS
N ylon
A lu m in u m
S te e l

Rubber
W ood
C o n c re te
C o m p o s ite
M e ta l
Foam
G la ss
Ir o n

4.3 System Architecture
To implement the EBOM formulation, a database was created using
FileMaker Pro. The main user interface screen, shown in Figure 5, allows
product knowledge to be entered on an artifact-by-artifact basis. The Artifact
Name field is a simple text field used to type a common name for the represented
artifact. The Part Number field is a simple indexing serial number to track part
changes. Although this number is indexed, it can be manually overridden by
entering a different numeric value. The Sub Artifact Of field is where a higherlevel artifact can be associated with the current artifact. This list can be typed in
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manually, however, the field has a drop/select menu associated with it. The
drop/select menu pulls textual data from all of the artifacts already entered for
the corresponding product.

If an assembly to sub-assembly to component

sequence is followed when entering a product the Sub Artifact O f field along with
the Part Number field will automatically allow for the current artifact's
predecessor to be easily selected and the part number will order correctly. This
automated numbering and name selection feature greatly decreases the product
knowledge entry time.
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Figure 5 - Repository artifact input screen
The Input Artifact, Input Flow, Sub Function, Output Flow and Output
A rtifact fields are used to trace product flow through their corresponding
artifacts and subfunctions.

On a typical BOM only the input flow and

subfunction of an artifact are recorded and usually represented like "input
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solid." This type of information is descriptive, however there is not enough
information to create a string of artifacts and functions within a given product.
The EBOM method overcomes this limitation. As described above, the need for
consistent data format for the physical parameters is a must. Here the physical
parameters are a more abstract representation of the artifact, often capturing the
dimensions of the bounding volume and key feature dimensions.

A more

detailed CAD/Solid model can be associated with the artifact as well by
attaching the CAD /Solid model using the "Brow se" button.

To unify the

parameter description, auto-select fields have been added. The user simply
chooses what type of measurement is being recorded from a pre-defined list of
dimensioning variables. After selecting the type of dimension variable, the user
then inputs the dimensions corresponding numeric value. The database can hold
up to five unique dimensions per artifact, allowing for almost any type of
product to be dimensioned properly.
Referring again to Figure 5, the middle section of the screenshot of the
main product entry page shows how functional representations of the artifact are
entered. The EBOM has placeholders for the Input Artifact and its Input Flow as
well as the Sub Function of the artifact being described with its Output Flow and
Output Artifact fields. After information about the destination /origin artifacts
and flows and the subfunction of an artifact have been entered, enough
information exists to create the function-flow referencing key, a unique key that
attaches the subfunction description to a specific artifact.
4.4 Under The Hood
The function-flow referencing key uses its naming structure from the
Artifact Label field, which is automatically created upon entering a product name
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and cannot be altered by the user. The Artifact Label that is created removes any
abbreviating characters, replaces spaces with underscores and removes all
symbols from the Artifact Name field. The Artifact Label also attaches an
underscore and a numeric value at the end of the modified artifact name,
corresponding to the artifact's record number within the product7s database file.
It is this key that is used to create the flow-function-flow string. The string
elements are separated by commas so that they can be parsed out for further
manipulation.
An example of the referencing string is given below:
flow_,7Input Flow7,+_name_+7,Input Artifact Label77, sub_"Sub
Function"+_name_+" Artifact Label", flowout_"Output Flow"+_name_+"Output
Artifact Label"
Although the user sees the plain English name when selecting or keying
elements into the input or output artifact fields they are actually telling the
current record which Artifact Label name to include in the flow-function-flow
keys.

This information is not particularly useful while the data is within

FileMaker because there is already inherent referencing within the database
structure.

The function-flow-function output is useful when data from

FileMaker is exported as a general text, comma/tab delimited or XML file.

At

this point the string is then useful to text/XML parsers to reorganize, structure
and further format the data.
FileMaker also allows for an artifact photo to be attached alongside the
corresponding artifact data, this is useful when exporting because the photo can
be exported to a media folder renamed with the Artifact Label field with a .jpg
extension. This allows an external browser to view images by being linked based
on name commonality.

The Creator ID and M odifier ID fields can be
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automatically entered if an option is enabled to make the user login to the
database with name and password. The Date Created and Date Modified fields are
automatically generated values that are created or updated when original or
repeated record activity takes place.
Currently each individual product is maintained in a separate database
file. As the number of products increases, it becomes a massive undertaking to
update or change all of the individual database files. This is overcome by using
AppleScript (by Apple Computer), a system and application scripting language,
to automatically make changes to all of the individual database files.
4.5 System Output
This database program is an excellent gateway for original artifact
information input, or to import and edit information from existing file structures.
FileMaker does not, however, allow for easy manipulation of variables,
customized detailed searches or data-dependent output display.

All of the

information that is entered into FileMaker is transformed into a neutral Unicode
Text basis so that it can be parsed and easily read by other file formats and
programs. The main intent of this form of entry is to generate XML or other
platform-independent data. Although the user may see artifacts represented in
plain English format, the Unicode text naming structure behind FileMaker is
necessary to create a platform-independent data set.
Following NIST's approach toward neutral data exchange, XML was
identified as the desired output format from the FileMaker-based design
repository. Other common exports from FileMaker are usually in the form of
comma or tab delimited files that can easily be imported to Microsoft Excel.
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When choosing to export XML data from FileMaker, it is necessary to
specify an XSL schema to follow. FileMaker has the capability to export its own
semi-proprietary XML data format.

The XML that FileMaker exports is

syntactically valid, but FileMaker does not easily recognize the database's field
naming structure without an XSL schema to parse the output into a commonly
recognizable form of XML. Having data in an XML format is a very powerful
and effective tool for moving the data into other forms and transporting to
various database systems.
XSLT is necessary to do any of these XML data transformations. XSL is a
file mapping roadmap between the input format and the desired output format.
An XSL file combined with an XML file can be passed through an XML parser.
The parser will check that the XML and XSL files are in a valid format and match
each other. The latest version of the XML standard is version 2.0, which allows
outputs ranging from a general text format to a scalable vector image.
Commonly-used parsing engines include Sun Microsystems' Xerces and Xalan
engines. There are many other proprietary parsers that generally adhere to XML
but neglect some of the strict rules imposed by XML 2.0.
By outputting all of the FileMaker product databases into XML they can
all be merged into a single XML data file. The data will not overlap or overwrite
other data because each artifact and its associated information will be tagged
within an individual product opening and closing tag. Having the multiple
product repositories represented in a single XML file is useful when it is
necessary to search across the entire set of artifacts for particular functions, or to
create an extensive function-component matrix. The repository information in a
single XML file can also be passed to a SQL (MySQL), WebObjects (Apple
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Computer) or another database server.

From the server a wide variety of

repository sorting and outputs can be performed. By creating JSP (JavaServer
Pages) the XML from the database server can be viewed or sorted and then
passed through XSLT stylesheets and viewed as HTML through a standard web
browser (Sun Microsystems, 2003).
With the implementation approach described above, product information
can be easily exported into a variety of formats ranging from a brief product
overview to a thorough product layout. An example of one such export into a
bill of materials is shown in Figure 6. This bill of materials was created by
exporting XML data and then performing an XSL transformation which
converted the data into an HTML table.

Figure 6 - HTML table output of a BOM
Product information from a database can also be exported into the XMLbased format developed as part of the NIST Design Repository Project using the
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appropriate XSL transform sheet.

Figure 7 shows a portion of an artifact

represented in the XML version of NIST's design repository data format.
< A rtifa c ts >
< A rtifa c t n a m e = ” d ir t_ c u p l” ty p e = "A rtifa c t">
< In fo r m a tio n >
< D e s c rip tio n >
holds d e b ris
< /D e s c rip tio n >
< C re a tio n >
< re f:P e rso n ref= "U M R Design R e p o s ito ry "/>
< D ate v a lu e = ”3 /7 /2 0 0 2 " />
< /C re a tio n >
< L a s tU p d a te >
< re f:P e rso n re f= "M a tt Bohm ”/ >
< D ate v a lu e = " 3 /7 /2 0 0 2 ”/ >
< /L a s tU p d a te >
< /In fo r m a tio n >
< re f: F unction re f= " s to re _ d e b ris l" />
< s u b a rtifa c ts >
< re f:A rtifa c t re f= " d irt_ c u p l" >
< /s u b a rtifa c ts >
< /A rtifa c t>
< A rtifa c t n a m e = "ch eck_ va lve _ clip s" ty p e = " A rtifa c t">
< In fo r m a tio n >

Figure 7 - Portion of an artifact in NIST XML representation
5 CONCLUSIONS
The implementation of this project has significantly increased the
usefulness of repository of design knowledge developed at UMR in several
ways. The first and most noticeable aspect is the way in which a researcher
records product information. The workload of entering product knowledge into
a design repository is greatly reduced. The previous approach required seven
separate data entry sets over a variety of applications. The EBOM entry system
reduces that to one. Because the repository can export multiple types of data and
data formats, the need to manually create individual bill of materials, design
structure matrices and component function matrices is eliminated.

The

repository is now capable of importing and exporting product knowledge in the
NIST design repository format. A simpler approach to product dissection also
results. The repository information entry scheme allows a researcher to focus on
a single artifact at a time and automatically keeps track of component
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interactions, providing a big picture view of the product once all product
artifacts have been entered. Overall, the repository system creates a unified
point of access with which to interact and control all of the contained data.
Currently the process of combining multiple repositories into a single
XML file for the purpose of web-based access is indirect, and must be performed
manually when product files are updated or created. Although many steps have
been taken to ensure that artifact referencing is unique, there can exist rare
circumstances where referenced artifacts may conflict when joined together with
other design repositories. A fully integrated repository manager must be created
to check across the entire database of products to validate and prompt the user if
duplicate product referencing exists to eliminate this potential hazard.

A

repository database manager could also complete such tasks as automatically
updating web content when repository knowledge is added or altered.
Looking at the big picture, several important types of design knowledge
used by designers have been determined, and redundant information in the
representations has been identified and distilled down to one core set of required
knowledge.

This greatly reduces the repository data entry workload for

designers. From this knowledge set, several key types of representations and
design aids (discussed earlier in section 2.3) can be generated and used.
6 FUTURE WORK
Future work includes increasing the number of design tools that can be
directly exported from the repository, as well as integrating more knowledge
representations into it. In particular, the EBOM entry system is currently being
expanded in order to be able to accept performance equations for each artifact.
Once implemented, models of system performance can be constructed for
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components or, more abstractly, for a chain of functions. Also, component
failure data will be integrated into the repository structure to support failure
analysis techniques with actual occurrence data.
The repository project thus far has been based on a target requirement of
containing only a few hundred unique products. Ultimately the intent is to
create a design repository system capable of managing thousands of products.
To handle this much larger system a standalone Java application is envisioned,
which will be capable of storing and retrieving data to and from an SQL database
server. The Java application would be platform-independent, and capable of
operating on numerous clients accessing a single database of information.
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ABSTRACT
In order to accurately produce computer generated design tools, methods
of incorporating non-conventional functional representations of artifacts need to
be incorporated and standardized.

Without formalized representations of

artifact attributes such as manufacturing, feature specific and form specific
details, comprehensive design models and tools cannot be generated. This paper
describes a user-need driven approach of addressing shortcomings in product
representations by comparing standard hand generated design tools to
computer-generated tools. By pinpointing discrepancies between the two sets of
models, additional artifact functional representations are identified and defined.
The additional functional representations, dubbed as supporting functions, are
then used to complete the existing artifact functional representations. As a test
for the newly found supporting functions, their representations are cataloged
along side standard functional representations within a design repository. The
results are computer-generated design tools that identically match their human
generated counterparts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As design theorists and designers alike strive to build computational
resources and tools to assist design efforts, it is essential that design repositories
and other computational design aids truly and accurately represent the design
knowledge contained within. It is also essential that computer generated design
tools create viable artifact representations and alleviate the burden from the
designer or design team. Over the course of several years of research and
integrated design coursework at the University of Missouri - Rolla (UMR), a
body of product design knowledge was developed for approximately 50
consumer products. This knowledge base, which includes descriptive product
information such as functionality, bills of materials and design structure
matrices, was used to populate a design repository system. The original design
repository system proved to be a good point of storage and allowed for basic
forms of product design knowledge extraction. As the complexity of the design
repository grew, additional design tool extraction features were added. The
original design knowledge used to populate the repository system drew
primarily from a products bill of materials and functional model. With that base
of design knowledge, design structure matrices, function-component matrices
and bill of material tool generation features were added to the repository system.
Enhancements to the ease of use and the interface of the repository
increased usage of the design tool generation features. With designers at UMR
and other institutions more frequently using the design tool generation features,
a pattern began to emerge. Designers and researches noticed that the computer
generated tools did not always match their human-generated counterpart.
Investigation of the design tool discrepancy consisted of manually comparing
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and analyzing differences between computer and human generated design
representations. It was found that the major source of differences were between
the human generated and computer generated design structure matrices. As
well as comparing the human and computer generated design tools, the original
products and functional models were also revisited. Original functional models
were scrutinized and compared to their physical products.

Validity of the

original functional models was verified as well as the computer algorithm
producing the design structure matrices.
With the evident sources of error identified, checked and eliminated, the
conclusion was that not enough design knowledge exists within the design
representation schema to produce accurate design structure matrices. A search
was conducted in hopes of finding an additional artifact representation schema
to use along side our representation in hopes of augmenting our repository base
of design knowledge. Unfortunately, no concrete representations were found
that would readily assimilate into our current schema.

Because of the lack of

appropriate representation schemas, the repository team began to develop and
test additional means of product representations that would capture the missing
design structure matrix information. This paper reports on research efforts 1) to
accurately identify the types of design knowledge required to fully support
designer activities; 2) ways to represent the required design knowledge in a
function-based schema; 3) to implement the supplemental design knowledge
into our design repository system; and 4) reconfigure the repository system to
create accurate design tools using the supplemental design knowledge.
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2 BACKGROUND
In order to automatically generate design tools accurately from a design
repository system, there are several elements of previous research that must be
used to ensure that the data structure for product knowledge storage is
consistent and accurate. Along with the repository data structure, review of the
desired design tool output and general product representation schemas was
conducted. Next, section 2.1 overviews various design knowledge systems and
explores methods of design representation. Section 2.2 describes the current
methods of capturing product functionality and reviews the desired design tool
fundamentals. Of this design information, product functionality is key for
product categorization, search and reuse. In particular, the functional basis is
described and is presented as a means to describe product functionality. Section
2.3 then explores alternate proposals for capturing and defining product
functionality representations.
2.1 Design Knowledge Systems and Representations
Several researchers have built a variety of knowledge based design
information systems and have used different product representations with
varying degrees of design knowledge abstraction. Although not all of the
knowledge bases built were designed for the collection of function based
designed, information can still be extracted from these systems and their
representations.
Summers [1] reports on a feature based knowledge system designed for
CAD based feature elements with the intent of supporting designer activities. As
conceptual designers, features are crucial pieces of modeling information. The
modeling approach between a CAD based feature system and a functional based
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representation are different however both capture relevant design information.
Design knowledge in both cases is highly relevant to the respective fields of
study. What differentiates the two approaches is the application of the design
representations. The CAD based knowledge system from Summers exemplifies
that all design knowledge is relevant dependent upon the domain,
representation and level of abstraction. Dixon [2] makes the point that feature
descriptions and representations must be valid within their respective domain of
use.
Architects, like designers also have the need to store valuable design
knowledge. Cherneff [3] describes an architectural knowledge based system
and, even though this system may seem very distant from function based
knowledge systems, the underpinning philosophy in both is to store design
information for reuse and collaboration.

Cherneff [3] explains that design

abstractions all require context and that objects only make sense in the object
schema in which they are defined. Again, he is echoing the need to develop
design representations that are relevant to specific domains.
Functional representations have been used to represent design knowledge
in early repository systems. These systems used a block diagram approach and
were based on "function logic." One of these early systems, described by Sturges
[4] and powered by HyperCard stacks, was used to navigate function diagrams.
In this preamble to the Functional Basis and defined functional modeling
techniques, a representation schema had to be chosen.

The representation

schema used by Sturges built on function logic to describe complex systems and
included mathematical relationship equations in relationship to the "function
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blocks." Through the use of "function logic" and "function blocks" designers
were able to gain insight on how a product operates functionally.
In all of these cases, a knowledge system was designed and built to
provide domain specific information to designers. The breadth and abstraction
of the knowledge systems vary but all rely on domain specific information for
use in domain specific applications. Candy [5], conducts a thorough study of
strategic knowledge representations. According to Candy, there are certain
criteria that a representation should include regardless of whether the
representation is "of" or "for" design.

The three point test for a design

representation described by Candy states that; 1) a representation should be
accurate and include the essential features and or attributes of system; 2) a
representation should not confuse and aim for clarity while cautious of over
simplification; and 3) the style of the representation should be appropriate for the
intended purpose and context of use.
2.2 Product Functionality and Design Tool Fundamentals
Addressing the need for a clear vocabulary to describe product function,
the Functional Basis has emerged as a standardized design language [6]. It was
formulated in concert with the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) to unify two similar, independent research efforts [7, 8]. The Functional
Basis consists of two sets of terminology: one containing action verbs to describe
function, and a second containing nouns to describe flow. The Functional Basis
spans all engineering domains while retaining independence of terms. The
function set of the basis is broken down into eight categories termed the primary
classes. These classes have further divisions, called the secondary and tertiary
levels, that offer increasing degrees of specialization.

The primary class
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represents the broadest definition of distinct function while the tertiary class
provides a very specific description of function. The secondary level of the
function set, containing twenty-one action verbs, is the most often used class of
the basis. The primary class and secondary function terms are shown in Table 1.
The flow set of the Functional Basis allows for the associated function's
input and output flows to also be described. Similar to the function set, there are
three distinct classes within the flow set of the functional language. Within the
primary class of the flow set, there are three main categories used to describe
flow: material, signal and energy - as popularized by Pahl and Beitz [9]. Each of
these categories has the capability to represent the input or output of a function.
The secondary class of this set has 20 nouns that are used to describe the type of
flow. It is the secondary class of this basis that is primarily used when describing
a product. The primary class and secondary flow terms are shown in Table 2.
The tertiary level is omitted from Tables 1 and 2 for reasons of brevity, and can
be found in [1].
Table 1 - Function classes and their basic categorizations
P rim a ry

B ra n c h

C hannel

C o n n ect

C o n tro l
M a g n itu d e

C on vert

P ro v isio n

S ig n a l

Su p p o rt

S e c o n d a ry

S e p a r a te
D is tr ib u te

Im p o r t
E xp o rt

C o u p le
M ix

A c tu a te
R e g u la te

C on vert

S to re
S u p p ly

Sen se
In d ic a te

S ta b iliz e
S e cu re

P ro cess

P o s itio n

T r a n s fe r

C hange

G u id e

S to p

Table 2 - Flow classes and their basic categorizations
E n e rg y

P rim a r y

M a te ria l

S ig n a l

S eco n d a ry

H u m an

S ta tu s

H um an

G as

C o n tro l

A c o u s tic

E le c tric a l
E le c tr o m a g n e tic

L iq u id

B io lo g ic a l

H y d ra u lic

R a d io a c tiv e

S o lid

C h e m ic a l

M a g n e tic

T h erm al

M e c h a n ic a l
P n e u m a tic

P la s m a
M ix tu r e

Functional Model: A functional model is a description of a product or
process in terms of the elementary functions that are required to achieve its
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overall function or purpose.

A graphical form of a functional model is

represented by a collection of sub-functions connected by the flows on which
they operate [8]. This structure is an easy way for a designer to see what type of
functions are performed without being distracted by any particular form the
artifact may take. An example functional model of a Braun electric coffee grinder
is shown in Figure 1.
hand
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Figure 1 - Functional model of an electric coffee grinder
Function Component M atrix: A function-component matrix records the
component(s) that solve each function. Within the matrix, columns designate
product components and rows designate the sub-functions of the product. For a
single component, the matrix is binary, with a "1" showing that the component
solves the corresponding function and a "0" indicating no relationship. When
multiple product function-component matrices are aggregated together (known
as a chi-matrix), the function-component can be used to generate concepts [10].
The function-component matrix also serves as a roadmap linking the functional
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model and bill of materials. An example function-component matrix is shown in
Table 3.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

shaft cap

0
0
l
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

top transparent lid

plastic lever operated switch

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

plug and cord

metallic cup

l
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

screws

grinding blade

|

|
external case

distribu te m echanical enerqy
quide mechanical enerqy
secure mechanical enerqy
chanqe electrical enerqy
e xport solid m aterial
im p ort solid m aterial
convert electrical enerqy
quide electrical enerqy
secure electrical enerqy
im p o rt mechanical enerqy
stabilize m echanical enerqy
chanqe mechanical enerqy
quide solid m aterial
tra n sfe r solid m aterial
store solid m aterial
actuate control siqnal
quide control siqnal
im p o rt electrical enerqy
tran sfe r electrical enerqy
couple mechanical enerqy
couple solid m aterial
secure solid m aterial
im p o rt status siqnal

electric m otor

Function-Com ponent M atrix fo r
Braun Coffee G rinder

bottom plastic disc

|

Table 3 - Function-component matrix of an electric coffee grinder

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Design Structure Matrix: The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is a matrix in
which rows and columns represent the set of artifacts within a product [11].
When two artifacts within a product interact with one another in some way, the
cell where a row and column corresponding to those two artifacts meet is
marked with a "1" (or alternatively an "X")- Cells corresponding to pairs of
artifacts that do not interact are marked with a "0" (or alternatively left blank).
In the simplest DSM representation, the matrix is symmetric matrix because the
interaction between artifacts A and B will show up at the intersection of row A
and column B, as well as at the intersection of row B and column A. This is
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useful in the design process to see how artifacts within a product relate to each
other physically. Table 4 shows a DSM of a Braun electric coffee grinder.

1
1

l
l
l

1 l
l
1
1
l

1 1
1 l

1

transparent lid

plug and cord

plastic lever switch

metallic cup

grinding blade

external case

1 l
1
l
1
1
1 l
1
1
1
1

shaft cap

1
1
1

screws

bottom plastic disc
electric motor
external case
grinding blade
metallic cup
plastic lever switch
plug and cord
screws
shaft cap
transparent lid

bottom plastic disc

Braun Coffee Grinder Hand
Generated DSM

electric motor

|

Table 4 - Design structure matrix of an electric coffee grinder

l
1
l
1
l
1

1
l

l

2.3 Exploring Functional Representations of Artifacts
When representing product artifacts, a traditionally formulated functional
model (termed as a conceptual level functional model) does not always capture
each artifact's functionality.

The discrepancy between the conceptual level

functional model and the actual functionality of the artifact is generally observed
to be due to manufacturing or assembly motivated artifacts. Until recently, the
design repository system only contained conceptual level functionality within
the design knowledge. Only functionality directly stemming from customer
needs was recorded and, thus, only parts, features or items directly solving those
functions could b e accurately represented.

As the complexity of the design

repository increased, it became obvious that additional functionality beyond the
conceptual level functionality was needed to accurately describe all artifacts.
Our previous method of populating the design repository requires only a
bill of materials (BOM) and a functional model of the product [12]. What the
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BOM and functional models do not capture, however, are the direct physical
relationships that exist between artifacts within a product. Unless two artifacts
are related functionally within the functional model their direct physical artifact
relationships are not captured using this modeling technique, thus design tools
such as the DSM could not be generated automatically from the repository.
Reviewing the literature on design representations, two complementary
views emerged that include feature definitions and levels of classifications for
both artifacts and functions. Brown [13] develops definitions for ten distinct
types of features.

While features are not the primary emphasis of the

repository's representation scheme, a relationship between the feature
definitions and a parallel set of function definitions can be extracted. Included in
Brown's list are definitions for form, assembly, connection and manufacturing
features. In addition to Brown's descriptions, Hubka and Eder [14], define eight
types of functions. Of the Hubka and Eder set of definitions, the categorizations
of connecting and supporting functions (CnFu) and production functions (ProFu)
are most relevant to the current problem.
Additionally, Verma and Wood [15] point out differences between
functional models for original product design and redesign. Though the authors
use the Functional Basis to describe functionality of both cases, they suggest that
additional terms are needed in order to capture all functionality of an existing
product (their reverse engineering functional model). While they are on point in
identifying that original design and redesign functional models require differing
levels of detail, it is believed that the current Functional Basis provides adequate
coverage of functionality.
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2.4 Summary of Related Work
All of these works suggest that there are differences between functional
representations of original designs and actual products, but ultimately they do
not identify any concrete way to represent physical artifact connections
functionally in a standardized method. To address this open problem, Section 3
presents the notion of using supporting functions to completely represent all
product artifacts.
3

ARTIFACT REPRESENTATIONS WITH SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS

3.1 What are Supporting Functions?
Formally, supporting functions are defined as functions that describe
manufacturing, assembly and support features present in the embodied form of a
product.
Supporting functions are the combined set of what Brown [13] and
Hubka and Eder [14] define as alternate functions or features. Their definitions
of production functions, connecting functions, form features, assembly features and
manufacturing features are combined under one umbrella as general supporting
functions. The supporting function umbrella also addresses to Verma and Wood's
[15] noted difference between conceptual and reverse engineering level
functional models. What Brown and Hubka and Eder define are the elements
that in part create the difference between the two levels of functional modeling
discussed by Verma and Wood. A conceptual level model captures only what
customer need driven functions are required for product operation. When a
conceptual-level model is embodied into a manufacturable entity, issues of form,
manufacturing and assembly arise. The conceptual level functional model only
describes what a product does when acting on material, energy or signal flows
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passing through the system boundary. Conceptual level models do not relate
how the solutions to functions are actually pieced together.

Supporting

functions bridge this gap in representation.
The conceptual level functional model of the Braun coffee grinder shown
in Figure 1 does not explain how all of the necessary artifacts are pieced together.
For example, the function of "convert e.e. to m.e.," from Figure 1, would most
easily be solved by using a standard electric motor. What is not shown by the
functional model is how the motor is physically connected to the other parts
chosen to perform their need-based function. There exists an almost infinite
number of choices of how the motor would be secured within the object. All of
these attributes are not defined by the conceptual level functional model and
remain choices of the designer to configure the overall form of the product. Once
form has been established, more specific functional models can be developed.
3.2 How are Supporting Functions Modeled?
In order to separate supporting functions from standard functions a
separate block within a standard functional model has been created. Figure 2
shows the standard functional model and the supporting functional model for a
Braun electric coffee grinder.
By separating the supporting functional model from the standard functional
model, further distinction is made between the representations. The lower
section of Figure 2, shows only the supporting functions of the Braun electric coffee
grinder. The functions in boxes such as "guide solid," are related to the artifacts
directly above them. For example, "1. bottom plastic disc" is related to the
"guide solid." The input and output flows listed to the left and right of the
function "guide solid" are numbered and correlate to the above list of artifacts.
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Thus reading the 1st set of artifacts listed with "guide solid," the "bottom plastic
disc" is the operating artifact and guides the "plug and cord." Accordingly, the
"electric motor" serves as a guide to the "shaft cap." These relationships can be
found by performing reverse engineering on a product or by consulting a design
structure matrix.
Conceptual Fmctions:
hand

Supporting Functions:

1. plug and cord
2. shaft cap
3. shaft cap
4. grinding blade
5. transparent lid
5. external case

1. bottom plastic disc
2. electric motor
3. grinding blade
4. metallic cup
5. plasti c I ever switch

bottom plastic dsc
electric motor'
1. plug and cord
2. shaft cap
3. shaft cap
4. grincing blade
5. transparent lid
5. external case

1. bottom plastic disc
2. electric motor
3. external case
1. external case
1. electric motor
2. metallic cup
3. trasparent lid

electric m otor
and bottom
plastic disc

1.
1.
2.
3.

external case
electric m otor
metallic cup
tras parent lid

Figure 2 - Standard and supporting functional models for an electric coffee
grinder
Applying the three-point test developed by Candy [5] the use of
supporting functions is reviewed.
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1. Supporting functions increase accuracy of standard modeling techniques
and allow for the essential features and attributes of products to be
represented.
2. Supporting functions are clearly separated from the typical functional
model and are also separated in how they are recorded and used
computationally. By including supporting functions the modeling process
is not over simplified.
3. The style in which supporting functions are represented is consistent with
typical functional modeling and conforms to our computational
representation of function.
4 THE UPDATED DESIGN REPOSITORY
4.1 Design Repository System
Currently, the second major version of the design repository is
operational.

The previous repository application, EBOM (Enhanced Bill of

Materials) was built using FileMaker® Pro and overcame many of the original
design knowledge collection limitations by enforcing language consistency and
moving function-based design representations into a standardized format [12].
Drawbacks of the EBOM application were that it was still difficult to navigate
between different design artifacts and design tool generation was limited and
required manual data export and conversion. The second-generation repository
application suite consists of two main interfaces; a standalone java application
used primariliy for design knowledge entry and a web-based tool that allows for
design knowledge navigation, retrieval and design tool generation. Both the
standalone and web-based applications draw from the same database backbone.
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The design repository system continues to supports XML generation formatted
in the NIST defined schema [7].
4.1.1 Design Repository Database
Moving away from FileMaker® Pro, an original database was designed
and implemented at UMR. The database drew from the lessons-leamed with the
FileMaker® Pro database while still maintaining many of the data types and
relationships established within the EBOM repository implementation. The
backbone database of the repository was developed using PostgreSQL and
designed especially to store abundant design knowledge while maintaining
scalability and support for numerous users. The database also further enforces
the use of the functional basis and standardizes other design representations by
limiting design knowledge to pre-defined sets of value lists. Defined value lists
exist for artifact manufacturing process, materials, measurable metrics as well as
the functional basis for function and flow terms. By making use of the relational
integrity features of PostgreSQL, design knowledge consistency is maintained
across the entire repository database.
4.1.2 Web-Based Repository Application
The web-based repository application marks a drastic move away from
the EBOM repository application. By implementing the web application not only
is the repository now available to users world-wide but it also creates an easy to
navigate repository interface and is capable of automatically generating design
tools. The purpose of the web-based repository is to serve as the main interface
for browsing, searching and creating design tools for the contained systems and
artifacts.

The web-based application is built using Java Server Page (JSP)
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technology and is 100% platform independent. The repository web site can be
found at http: / /function.basiceng.umr.edu/ repository /.
The top-level options within the repository are; Browse, Search, Design
Tools, Design Methodology Dictionary, and Account Information. The Browse feature
allows the user to simply browse all of the systems and artifacts contained within
the repository. Browse also supports a nested view of all the repository systems
and artifacts. A user can easily see the hierarchy structure of the contained
artifacts, for example; what the uppermost artifact of a product is and what the
corresponding sub-artifacts are. By including a nested view, the user can better
understand the physical makeup of the described system. Figure 3 shows a
browse screen and nested view of the Braun electric coffee grinder.

►
►
►
►
▼

b and d electric knife
b and d palm sender
bissel handvac
brake system
braun coffee grinder
T braun coffee grinder
bottom plastic disc
▼ external case
electric m otor
V metallic cup
grinding blade
shaft cap
screws
plastic lever operated switch
plug and cord
top transparent lid
► digital scale
► dirt devil vacuum
► drem el engraver
► electric stapler
► ge fridge
► jigsaw
► rice cooker
► salton electric wok

System: braun coffee grinder
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1
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Click on image for
full size

C o m p o n e n t N am ing Not Specified
In p u t A rtifa c t
I n p u t Flow
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electrical energy
external
import
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solid material
change
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import
S u p p o rtin g Functions
There are nc supporting functions defin ed fo r this a rtifact.
Physical Param eters
No Parameters Specified

O u tp u t A rtifa c t
external
internal
internal
internal

O utp u t Flow
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Not Specified
Not Specified
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M a n u fa c tu rin g Process
Material Not Specified
No Process Specified

Prim ary Id e n tifie r
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No Variables Specified

V a ria b le Value
■ne ! Brows* Systems

V aria b le Metric
Search \ Design Tools | Log Out

Figure 3 - Nested browse view of an electric coffee grinder
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The Search feature within the repository allows a user to search for any
given subfunction and flow combinations.

Search results return a Bill of

Materials, Figure 4, type list of all artifacts within the repository that match the
given search criteria. Hyperlinks are also associated with each returned search
result such that a user can easily access all of the recorded information for that
particular artifact. The Design Tools section allows a user to create a functioncomponent matrix, design structure matrix or a bill of materials for a single or
multiple systems within the repository, shown in Figure 5. With the system(s)
and design tool options selected the user can download or view the resulting
tools. The design tools are created when the 'generate tools' button is depressed,
meaning that all design tools created are based upon the most current design
knowledge contained within the repository.
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Figure 4 - Bill of materials output for an electric coffee grinder
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Figure 5 - Design tool options screenshot for an electric coffee grinder
4.1.3 Design Repository Standalone Entry Application
The main purpose of the standalone application is for design knowledge
entry. The Repository Editor is written in Java and like the web-based viewer is
also 100% platform independent. With the Repository Editor, a user can input all
of the artifacts contained in a system or product.

Once general artifact

information like artifact name and hierarchy are defined, the user can then input
the associated artifact subfunctions and flows. The artifacts can then be 'strung'
together to add relationships between individual artifact subfunctions and input
and output flows. Figure 6 shows an artifact based entry screen for a Braun
electric coffee grinder. After a system or product is completely defined, the
Repository Editor can connect to the central repository database and upload the
system or product's design knowledge.
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Figure 6 - Repository Editor artifact view screenshot of an electric coffee
grinder
4.2 An Example Usage of Supporting Functions
As an example, a design structure matrix was created by the repository
with data from only the conceptual level functional model, shown in Table 5.
The areas of gray shading in Table 5 reflect differences between the repository
and the human generated design structure matrices. Cells in Table 5 containing
a 'Y show artifact relationships established by the repository while cells with
gray indicate connections that should be identified based on a human generated
design structure matrix.

It is evident that a significant portion of the design

structure matrix is not captured in the concept-level based repository-generated
output.
The matrix shown in Table 5 is a symmetric design structure matrix,
meaning that no artifact directionality is implied. Counting differences of only
the lower half of the symmetric repository matrix indicates that 10 artifact
relationships are not represented using only the conceptual level model. From
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the supporting functional model the additional artifact relationships were gathered
into a table listing by artifact, Table 6.

to p tran sp a ren t lid

1

shaft cap

plug and cord

l

screws

plastic lever switch

m etallic cup

grinding blade

external case

bottom plastic disc

B raun Coffee G rin d e r O rig in a l
R e p o sito ry G e n era te d DSM

electric m otor

Table 5 - Repository generated DSM of an electric coffee grinder
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p lu q and cord
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s h a ft cap
to p tra n s p a re n t lid

l

1

1

1
1

1

1
l
l

1
1

1
i

1

1

1
1

Table 6 - Identified supporting functions for an electric coffee grinder
in p u t a rtifa c t

in p u t flo w

S u p p o rtin g Functions
sub fun ctio n

solid m aterial
pluq and cord
solid m aterial
external case
solid m aterial
electric m oto r
A r t if a c t : e le c tr ic m o to r
solid m aterial
shaft cap
solid m aterial
m etallic cup

o u tp u t flo w

o u tp u t a rtifa c t

quide
secure
secure

solid m aterial
solid m aterial
solid m aterial

pluq and cord
external case
e le ctric m o to r

quide
secure

solid m aterial
solid m aterial

shaft cap
m etallic cup

secure

solid m aterial 1

Artifact: external case

tra n sp a re n t lid
solid m aterial
A r t if a c t : q r in d in a b la d e
solid m ate ria l
shaft cap

1

tran sp a ren t lid
shaft cap

quide

solid m aterial

quide

solid m aterial 1

q rind in q blade

quide
quide
—

solid m aterial
solid m aterial

tran sp a ren t lid
external case

Artifact: m etallic cup

solid m aterial
grind in g blade
A r t if a c t : p la s tic le v e r s w itc h
solid m aterial
tran sp a ren t lid
solid m aterial
external case
Artifact: plug and cord

no su p p ortin g fu n ction s fo r th is a rtifa c t
A r t if a c t : s c re w s
solid m aterial I
couple
bottom plastic disc solid m aterial

electric m o to r

Artifact: shaft cap

no su p p ortin g fu n ction s fo r th is a rtifa c t
A r t if a c t : tr a n s p a r e n t lid
no su p p ortin g fu n ction s fo r th is a rtifa c t

Listed in Table 6 are 11 new artifact relationships developed from
revisiting the physical product and original design structure matrix. Notice the
count difference of defined supporting functions and the number of discrepancies
found in the DSM (Table 5).

This is because the artifacts "shaft cap" and
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"grinding blade" were already connected functionally without the use of
supporting functions. These relationships are represented in this particular format
due to the specifics of our design repository. The columns of the table represent
the input artifact, input flow, subfunction, output flow and output artifact in the exact
same manner as standard function/flow strings within our current repository
system. Reading the 1st row under the artifact "bottom plastic disc" implies that
the "bottom plastic disc" guides the solid material of the "plug and cord." With
the supporting function representations in the same format of our design
repository, they can then be used to augment the original repository design
knowledge base.
Once the additional supporting fun ction s were integrated into the
repository, another DSM was created for comparison.

Table 7 shows the

updated design structure matrix that draws from both the standard functional
and supporting functional product knowledge representations. No differences
were found when comparing the updated repository and original human
generated design structure matrices.
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1
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1
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1
l
l
l

plug and cord
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Table 7 - Repository generated DSM of an electric coffee grinder augmented
with supporting functions
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5 COMPUTATIONAL INTEGRATION
Because it is necessary to completely separate supporting functions from
standard functions not only in physical representations but in computational
models, a distinguishing element for the representations had to be created for
design repository's driving database. Boolean values of either "0 " false or "1"
true have been implemented to distinguish between standard and supporting
function function/ flow strings. A function /flow string in our repository system
refers to the input artifact, input flow , subfunction, output flow and output artifact.
Assigning a Boolean value to each string provides notation to denote whether the
function/flow strings are standard function/flow strings (0) or a supporting
function function/flow string (1).
The desire to further separate supporting functions from standard functions
is evident in web display pages of our repository. With the Boolean values
integrated into the database structure, the web pages required updating to make
use of the new data types and fields. Figure 7 is a screenshot of the repository
listing for the "bottom plastic disc."

Notice that the supporting function

function/flow strings are listed separately from the standard function/flow
strings. To further distinguish between the two function/flow strings, different
highlighting colors are used for the supporting function function/ flow strings than
the standard function/ flow strings.
The algorithm for the repository generated design structure matrix was
updated to look at both sets of function/flow strings. The design structure
matrix is generated by querying all of the artifacts contained within a system or
product and places the artifacts in row and column lists. With all of the system
artifacts in a list, the repository then steps through each listed row artifact and
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queries that artifact's corresponding input or output artifacts regardless of
whether they are contained in supporting or standard function/flow strings.
When all of the input and output artifacts corresponding to a single row listed
artifact are determined, the repository then indicates the relationship by writing
a "1 " to the cell in the corresponding column artifact list, while leaving non
corresponding artifact columns blank.
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Figure 7 - Artifact representation with supporting functions
Although the original design tool verification only pointed to errors in the
design structure matrix output, the algorithms for the function-component
matrix and bill of materials had to be updated to ignore the newly added
supporting function function/flow strings.

In both cases for the function-

component matrix and bill of materials, the algorithms were changed to ignore
any function/flow strings with an associated Boolean value of "1." By doing
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this, only the original function/flow strings are used when generating the
function-component matrices and bills of materials.
6 CONCLUSIONS
The design tool generation feature of the repository provides a good basis
for developing and testing new design representation schemas. Because of the
design tool output, repository based design tool output can be verified against
human generated design tools. Through comparison of the sets of design tools,
inconsistencies or inaccuracies of the design tools can be found.

It is the

inaccuracy of the design tools that spur investigation into alternate or additional
design schema representations. Additionally, the need to add new or design tool
variant generation is also cause for further schema representation testing.
Without having the design repository infrastructure in place the ability to
determine the need for, develop, test and implement additional design
knowledge representations would be a tedious task.

Because of this

infrastructure, design tool inconsistencies were readily found, scrutinized and
corrected. Categorizing design knowledge into supporting functions allows for a
greater level of detail in the overall design repository project. Specifically, the
implemented supporting functions representation draws from previous research,
more accurately achieves product functionality, and process more broadly
applicable design tools. Because of these factors, it is necessary to include
supporting function design knowledge alongside standard design knowledge
representations and is essential for continued growth and development in the
field of design theory and in computational based design knowledge systems.
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7 FUTURE WORK
Future work includes increasing the number of design tools that can be
directly exported from the repository as well as incorporating more knowledge
representations. In particular, the next hurdle of our repository system is adding
capability to automatically export functional models containing not only
conceptual level product information but also reverse engineering level design
knowledge.

Another ultimate goal of the repository system is to build

capabilities to support concept generation.

It is likely that additional

representation schemas will be explored during this phase such that a designer is
presented with only valid concepts.
The repository project thus far has contained approximately fifty
consumer products. Long term, the intent is to populate the repository with
thousands of products spanning multiple domains.

With a foundation of

numerous products, data mining can also be performed to further investigate
relationships between design knowledge attributes.

Through data mining,

computational subroutines can further be refined to produce more accurate and
solution viable results when performing search or concept generation operations.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on efforts towards building a knowledge rich design
repository system. Current design tools and methodologies are reviewed and
used as a platform for dissecting existing design knowledge and to populate a
design repository. The underlying database and computational implementation
are explored and related to rules and constraints determined from design theory.
With the fundamental underpinnings of the repository defined, a populated
knowledge base is demonstrated. The repository search and browse features as
well as the overall knowledge base consistency are shown. Working within the
repository, design tools are generated such as bills of materials and design
structure and function component matrices. The output design tools are further
tested in real world design applications and validated. The result is a highly
effective and useful tool - applicable to several areas of product design.
1 INTRODUCTION
As product and process designs become more complex, spanning across
multiple engineering disciplines, the need for automated conceptual level design
tools becomes more pronounced. There are several types of design tools that
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allow for form based synthesis, but concept or function based design tools are
limited. One answer to fill the function based design gap is the use of design
repository systems. A design repository allows for archival and reuse of existing
design knowledge to aid in redesign and conceptual design efforts. A critical
element for design repository systems is the underlying design knowledge base.
In order to be an effective tool, a design repository must contain pertinent design
knowledge and truly capture a function-based view of the appropriate product
domain. In addition to design knowledge capture, the core database and toolset
must allow for precise design knowledge extraction.
Over the course of several years of combined coursework and research at
the University of Missouri - Rolla (UMR), exploration of design knowledge
capture, storage and reuse techniques has been conducted. The process has
yielded maturing levels of repository systems. Initial repository systems made
use of directory structures for artifacts with individual files explaining certain
aspects of the product. Although this method of cataloging was not highly
efficient, it did allow for extracted product design knowledge to be archived.
Recognizing the need to archive design knowledge in a more coherent fashion, a
simple database referred to as EBOM (Enhanced Bill of Materials) was created
using FileMaker Pro [1]. The EBOM application brought design knowledge into
one application, streamlined the entry process and supported XML (extensible
Markup Language) data exchange.

Although the EBOM proved to be a

significant advance over the previous storage method, additional features were
desired - mainly automatic design tool generation and web accessibility.
The desired design tools take the form of detailed bills of materials and
matrices to support design computations. A single, simplified point of entry for
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product information that integrates well with the product dissection processes
(Otto & Wood 2001) was also desired. With these objectives identified, this
paper examines the design knowledge base that had been previously developed
at UMR as well as product data management systems, looking at how product
information is collected and what information is necessary to support design tool
generation.

The key pieces of design information gathered are functional

models, a detailed bill of materials and a design structure matrix.
Drawing from lessons learned throughout the EBOM repository project,
the repository team set out to build a new repository system from the ground-up.
The most important customer needs of this undertaking were to 1) become web
accessible, 2) allow for automatic design tool generation, 3) build a robust
database backbone or schema and 4) further streamline the design knowledge
entry process. The repository team examined commercial development suites as
well as home-built database and web options. Additional customer needs were
examined and used to evaluate to possible software solutions. After careful
evaluation the team agreed upon a PostgreSQL database [2], JSP (Java Server
Pages) [3] for the web interface and a standalone Java application for design
knowledge entry [4].
This paper reports on research efforts to 1) build an integrated repository
system 2) test and review types of design knowledge captured by the repository
3) develop accurate methods for automatic design tool generation and 4)
implement and optimize the repository system. From the initial design and
implementation of the newest web-based repository, customer needs and
specifications were met with a cohesive system capable of efficient design
knowledge capture, storage, display and design tool generation.
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2 BACKGROUND
This section begins with a review of current design methodologies that are
core to the desired types of artifact representations in Section 2.1.

Most

importantly the Functional Basis is described and design tools are reviewed.
Section 2.2 contains a brief overview of existing systems that are used to store
product data. Mainly, product data management systems and the integration of
abstract design knowledge in current CAD based packages. Finally, Section 2.3
reviews programming languages considered in the development the repository
system discussed throughout this paper.
2.1 Design Methodologies
Addressing the need for a clear vocabulary to describe product function,
the Functional Basis has emerged as a standardized design language [5]. It was
formulated in concert with the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) to unify two similar, independent research efforts [6, 7]. The Functional
Basis consists of two sets of terminology: one containing action verbs to describe
function, and a second containing nouns to describe flow. The Functional Basis
spans all engineering domains while retaining independence of terms. The
function set of the basis is broken down into eight categories termed the primary
classes. These classes have further divisions, called the secondary and tertiary
levels, that offer increasing degrees of specialization.

The primary class

represents the broadest definition of distinct function while the tertiary class
provides a very specific description of function. The secondary level of the
function set, containing 21 action verbs, is the most often used class of the basis.
The primary class and secondary function terms are shown in Table 1.
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The flow set of the Functional Basis allows for the associated function's
input and output flows to also be described. Similar to the function set, there are
three distinct classes within the flow set of the functional language. Within the
primary class of the flow set, there are three main categories used to describe
flow: material, signal and energy - as popularized by Pahl and Beitz [8]. Each of
these categories has the capability to represent the input or output of a function.
The secondary class of this set has 20 nouns that are used to describe the type of
flow. It is the secondary class of this basis that is primarily used when describing
a product. The primary class and secondary flow terms are shown in Table 2.
The tertiary level is omitted from Tables 1 and 2 for reasons of brevity, and can
be found in [5].
Table 1 - Function classes and their basic categorizations
P r im a r y

B ra n c h

C hannel

C o n n ect

C o n tro l
M a g n itu d e

C o n v ert

P ro v isio n

S ig n a l

S u p p o rt

S e co n d ary

S e p a ra te
D istrib u te

Im p o r t
E xp ort

C o u p le
M ix

A c tu a te
R e g u la te

C o n v ert

S to re
S u p p ly

Sen se
In d ic a te

S ta b iliz e
Secu re

P ro cess _

P o sitio n

T r a n s fe r

C hange
S to p

G u id e

Table 2 - Flow classes and their basic categorizations
P rim a r y

M a te ria l

S ig n a l

S e c o n d a ry

H um an

S ta tu s
C o n tro l

G as
L iq u id
S o lid

E n e rg y
H um an

E le c tric a l

M e c h a n ic a l

A c o u s tic

E le c tr o m a g n e tic

P n e u m a tic

B io lo g ic a l
C h e m ic a l

H y d r a u lic

R a d io a c tiv e
T h erm al

M a g n e tic

P la sm a
M ix tu r e

Functional M odel: A functional model is a description of a product or
process in terms of the elementary functions that are required to achieve its
overall function or purpose.

A graphical form of a functional model is

represented by a collection of sub-functions connected by the flows on which
they operate [7]. This structure is an easy way for a designer to see what type of
functions are performed without being distracted by any particular form the
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artifact may take. An example functional model and picture of a Braun electric
coffee grinder are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
hand

weiqht. .
> import
m.e.

> distribute
m.e.
|

stabilize
m.e.

reaction
forces

Figure 1 - Functional model of an electric coffee grinder

Figure 2 - Braun electric coffee grinder
In addition to the subfunctions describing the conceptual functions of a
product, Supporting Function, formally defined as functions that describe
manufacturing, assembly and support features present in the embodied form of a
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product [9], are needed to completely describe an existing product's function.
Supporting functions are used within the repository representation to augment
design knowledge representation. When included in the design knowledge
schema, supporting functions allow for accurate generation of design structure
matrices by fully defining embodied artifact interactions.
Function Component M atrix: A function-component matrix records the
component(s) that solve each function. Within the matrix, columns designate
product components and rows designate the sub-functions of the product. For a
single component, the matrix is binary, with a "1" showing that the component
solves the corresponding function and a "0 " indicating no relationship. When
multiple product function-component matrices are aggregated together (known
as a chi-matrix) the function-component can be used to generate concepts [10].
The function-component matrix also serves as a roadmap linking the functional
model and bill of materials. An example function-component matrix is shown in
Table 3.
Design Structure Matrix: The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is a matrix in
which rows and columns represent the interaction of artifacts within a product
[11]. When two artifacts within a product interact with one another in some way,
the cell where a row and column corresponding to those two artifacts meet is
marked with a "1 " (or alternatively an "X "). Cells corresponding to pairs of
artifacts that do not interact are marked with a "0 " (or alternatively left blank).
In the simplest DSM representation, the matrix is symmetric matrix because the
interaction between artifacts A and B will show up at the intersection of row A
and column B, as well as at the intersection of row B and column A. This is
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useful in the design process to see how artifacts within a product relate to each
other physically. Table 4 shows a DSM of a Braun electric coffee grinder.

shaft cap

top transparent lid
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0
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quide e le ctrica l enerqy
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im port m echanical e n e rq y
stabilize m echanical e n e rq y
chanqe m echanical e n e rq y
quide solid m aterial
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actuate control siqnal
quide control siqnal
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tra n sfe r electrical enerqy
couple m echanical e n e rq y
couple solid m aterial
secure solid m aterial
im p o rt status signal

plastic lever operated switch

bottom plastic disc

electric m otor

F unction-C om ponent M a trix fo r
Braun Coffee G rin d e r

|

[

Table 3 - Function component matrix of an electric coffee grinder
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b o tto m p la stic disc
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plug and co rd
screw s
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|
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Table 4 - Design structure matrix of an electric coffee grinder
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2.2 Similar Systems
In recent years product data management (PDM) systems have emerged
to help store and retrieve product and part data. PDM systems allow for part
hierarchy storage as well as process data and project management elements.
Svensson and Malmqvist explore a PDM system and demonstrate many uses of
such a system [12].

The PDM system demonstrated collects requirement,

function, concept and part structures as well as property models. Additionally a
PDM system stores the entire product structure, variants, revisions and finally
documentation and CAD models. Although function structures and property
models can be stored within a PDM system, they are not capable of storing the
detailed function based information that is desired and integrating it into useful
design tools would require heavy modification.

A PDM system is a highly

effective tool for use in the manufacturing side of emerging products and parts
but is fundamentally different from a repository system. Within the repository,
similar pieces of design knowledge like CAD models and part hierarchies are
developed, however our main focus is the mapping between functions and
components and the compatibility of components to connect together as a
system.
There is currently no product on the m arket that is truly a design
repository; however, there are several packages that contain elements of a design
repository. Such computerized design packages can be grouped into three basic
categories: 1) mechanical computer-aided design (MCAD) packages that
augment traditional CAD models with more abstract design knowledge, 2)
systems engineering toolsets which contain higher level design information that
may be used to generate CAD models, and 3) systems modeling and simulation
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packages that have little or no interaction with traditional CAD packages. For
the MCAD packages, the typical approach is to add layers of abstract design
knowledge to the existing CAD model. For all categories, no standard language
has evolved, though there is widespread use of the process of functional
decomposition.
2.3 Software Options
A review of current software technologies was conducted in order to
determine the state of the art in the emerging repository field. The review is
broken up into three sections corresponding to the three distinct pieces of the
repository suite: data storage, web display and the standalone entry application.
For the data storage portion of the suite, four technologies were reviewed;
MySQL [13], PostgreSQL [2], Enterprise Java Beans [14] and Oracle [15]. Initially,
five choices for web display were identified; ASP (Active Server Pages) [16], PF1P
(Hypertext Preprocessor) [13], JSP [3], ColdFusion [17] and Struts [18]. Four
technologies were also reviewed for the standalone entry application; Java [4],
C/C++ [19], Microsoft's .net [20] and RealBasic [21]. The pros and cons of each
software technology are noted and are summarized in the form of a modified
morphological matrix (Table 5).
2.4 Summary
By reviewing design methodologies, design tools and representations, an
outline for desired repository storage elements is established. Further review of
current product data management systems and repository similar software
packages reaffirms the need for a true design repository system. Finally, the
review of current software technologies and commercial software packages is
used to guide the repository team on the creation of a repository software suite.
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Table 5 - Repository suite software possibilities
T e c h n o lo g y

MySQL

<u

PostgreSQ L

tn

2
O

E n terprise Java B e a n s

ASP

PHP
»■

•O

</>

5
JQ

JSP

s

ColdFusion

Stru ts

Java

§

C/C++

.3

<
2r
S
U

.net

RealBasic

P ro*

v e ry fa s t ta b le reads
w ell supported
easy
v e ry s ca la b le
o b je c t-re la tio n a l in h e rita n ce
g o o d laro e o b je c t support
supports view s and c u rso rs
u s e r defined d a ta ty p e s
ro bu st
s ca la b le
n a tiv e s e a r c h support
su p p orts sea rch in g
e a s y to c r e a t e relation sh ips
incredibly s ca la b le
fa s t
full tra n s a c tio n support
product support
easy
w ell supported
e a s y adm inistration
f a s t on IIS
easy
platform in dependent
fa s t
c a n b e o b je c t o n e n ted
g o o d support
platform independent
o b je c t orien ted
c o d e s h a re d betw een clie n t ap p and w eb s e r v e r
su b o o rts t a a libraries
good xm l/xslt support
e a s y to learn
e a s y to u se
e n g in e is platform in d ep en d en t
c a n e x te n d functionality w ith C + +
d e cla ra tiv e coding
b a se d on well known d e sig n pattern
scalab ility
platform independent
c a n re u s e o b je c ts from JS P
good docu m en tation
c a n u se Ja v a RMI/EJB
very fa st
well supported
stan d ard ized
pood XML parsing support
e a s y to learn
good docu m en tation
e a s y to in te rfa c e with a s p
e a s y to build in te rfa c es
good xml parsing su p p ort
e a s y to learn
oood u se r in te rfa ce support
so m ew h a t platform in d ep en d en t

Cons

no s to re d procedures
no view s/rollbacks
no fk c o n stra in ts
slo w e r th an MySOL
difficult adm inistration

h a rd e r to develop
re c u *re s application s e r v e r
learn i n a curve

e x p e n s iv e licensing
s te e p learning curve
difficult adm inistration
platform depen den t

m ain tain ab ility

prop rietary
e x p e n s iv e
difficult to m aintain
le a rn in g cu rve

GUI building
slo w e r

n o t truly platform in d ep en d en t
GUI program m ing is m o re difficult

p latform dependent
slo w er
b loated
re q u ires .n e t to b e installed o n client m a ch in es
n o oood xml support

3 DESIGN KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Returning to our important customer needs, the repository system needs
to be robust enough to handle many product domains while maintaining
product data in an interchangeable format. To achieve this goal, a robust data
schema is defined for knowledge capture and defined vocabularies and
procedures by which to enter data.
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3.1 Captured Design Knowledge
While product function is a core component o f design representation,
other descriptions such as component dimensions and graphical representations
are needed to completely describe and, thus, archive product knowledge. The
different representations chosen for this work are based on product information
flow schemes [22] and dissection processes [23, 24] as well as information needed
in a variety of modem design methods and tools [10, 11, 25, 26]. A listing of the
predominant types of design knowledge captured in the repository system and
its data type is shown in Table 6, denoted by the Data Fields column.
Table 6 - Repository database fields
Data Fields

Artifact Name
Part Family
Part Number
Sub Artifact of
Quantity
Description
Artifact Color
Component Naminq
Assembly
Supportina Function
Input Artifact
Input Flow
Subfunction
Output Flow
Output Artifact
Physical Parameter Type
Physical Parameter Value
Physical Parameter Metric
Manufacturing Process
Material

Type

Text
Text
Numerical
Text
Numerical
Text
Text
Text
Boolean
Boolean
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Numerical
Text
Text
Text

Relational

List Value

User Defined

X
X

x
x
X

x

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Artifact Name: a free form text field where the user can define the name of
an artifact. Part Family: a free form text field that can be used to catalog similar
artifacts as a type or family. Part Number: sequentially numbers artifacts as they
are populated. Sub Artifact of: creates an artifact hierarchy by establishing a
parent-child relationship. Quantity: a user input numerical value to denote the
quantity of a particular artifact. Description: a free form text box that allows the
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user to further describe an artifact. Artifact Color: free form and relational field
that allows the color of an artifact to be stored. Component Naming: pulls from a
list populated with standard component naming terms. Assembly: a Boolean
value used to denote whether an artifact is singular or a combination of more
than one artifact. Supporting Function: a Boolean value that denotes whether the
artifact subfunction is supporting or conceptual [9]. Input Artifact & Output
Artifact: used to trace flow from the current artifact to the corresponding input
and output artifacts. Input Flow & Output Flow: a list value that traces the input
and output flow of an artifact. Subfunction: a list value that defines the actual
function of an artifact. Physical Parameter Type, Value & Metric: used to define a
rough geometry of an artifact. Manufacturing Process: a list value used to denote
the type(s) of manufacturing process(es) used to produce the artifact. Material: a
list value used to denote the predominant material of an artifact.
3.2 Design Knowledge Constraints
Within the repository it is important to standardize certain data types,
thus critical design knowledge components draw from pre-defined list values.
The main standardization within the repository is requiring all functions and
flows to be expressed at the secondary or tertiary level of the Functional Basis [5].
By im plem enting the function and flow constraint, design know ledge is
represented consistently across all of the artifacts within the repository. Due to
the hierarchical nature of the Functional Basis, this detailed function description
can always be abstracted up to the primary level.
Additional design knowledge elements such as component naming,
manufacturing processes and artifact material are also standardized.

The

addition of component naming to the repository allows for a generic component
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name to be associated with an artifact [27]. By allowing a generic component
name to be associated with an artifact, future design tools and queries can
operate on generic component names allowing for easier searches and
generalized design tools. Artifact material and manufacturing processes are also
limited to pre-defined relational lists.

The manufacturing process list was

adapted from the Dixon and Poli Taxonomy of Manufacturing [28], and was
combined with commonly seen processes from previous product dissection.
Examining the most commonly used materials from previous product dissection
led to the development of the artifact material relational master list. The master
lists used for design knowledge constraint are all stored within the database and
cannot be changed or altered by a repository end user.
3.3 Artifact Representation Conventions
Within the repository there are several conventions that are used in order
to standardize the representation of artifacts. The main convention is that the
repository system is artifact-based, meaning that all functions and attributes
must relate to an artifact. In the development and use of the repository a few
conventions have been developed to represent artifact-based functions and
flows.

Figure 3 shows a snippet of a functional model with corresponding

artifacts for the electric coffee grinder and Table 7 demonstrates how the
subfunctions are represented within the repository. For each subfunction of an
artifact, there must exist an input artifact, input flow and, likewise, an output
flow and output artifact. Often when representing artifact subfunction, there is
not always a definite input artifact or an output artifact. Because of this, the use
of internal and external were developed for use in the input and output artifact
fields. The purpose of the plug and cord in the coffee grinder is to allow the coffee
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grinder to connect to an electrical source. The subfunctions determined for the
plug and cord are to import and transfer electrical energy. Because the electrical
energy being imported by the plug and cord is not within the system boundary, it
must come from an external source or artifact - thus, the input artifact is dubbed
as external.

Figure 3 - Functional model snippet of an electric coffee grinder
Table 7 - Artifact function representation for a plug and cord
Input Artifact

Input Flow

Subfunction

O utput Flow

O utput Artifact

external
internal

electrical energy
electrical enerqy

import
transfer

electrical energy
electrical enerqy

internal
electric motor

Cases where internal is used as the input or output artifact are often found
in electrical components where the signal or energy flow are changed several
times within the single electrical component. For example, if electrical energy is
imported into a power supply the initial electrical energy exists at a single
voltage. The voltage is then imported, regulated, converted, regulated, changed
and exported.

These subfunctions in our representation convention are

illustrated in Table 8, and show how 'internal' is used to chain the flow of
electrical energy throughout the product.
Table 8 - Internal and external input and output artifacts
Input A rtifact

In pu t Flow

Su b fun ction

O utp u t Flow

O utput A rtifact

e x te rn a l
in te rn a l
in te rn a l
in te rn a l
in te rn a l
in te rn a l

e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l

im p o rt
re g u la te
c o n v e rt
re g u la te
change
e x p o rt

e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l
e le ctrica l

in te rn a l
in te rn a l
in te rn a l
in te rn a l
in te rn a l
e xte rn a l

energy
energy
energy
energy
energy
energy

e n e rg y
e n e rg y
e n e rg y
e n e rg y
energy
enerqy
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3.4 Summary
Taken together, these design knowledge types and constraints ensure
consistency of the repository data. This approach allows different users to enter
product knowledge and maintain interchangeable data.
4 COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
With the repository blueprint defined, the next step is to implement it
computationally. In this section the system architecture, fundamental database
structure, the web interface and input application are described.
4.1 System Architecture
The pros and cons of available software, summarized in Table 5, are
evaluated against our initial customer needs. The repository team set out to
develop software that would operate independent of the type of operating
system. Because of this high-level need, any software technologies listed in Table
5 that are platform dependent or proprietary were removed from consideration.
The repository team also wanted to minimize the time for development, thus
software technologies that would require longer development times or have a
steep learning curve were removed to further reduce the number of options.
Because the repository project operates on a lim ited budget, softw are
technologies that would require a significant monetary investment were also
eliminated from the list of possibilities. Another desire was the ability to reuse
code objects between the web display and entry application, this pointed to JSP
and Java respectively. Finally, the choice was made to use PostgreSQL for data
storage, JSP for web display and Java for the entry application.
In order to begin testing the repository as soon as possible simple versions
of the web display and database were created. This allowed for the repository
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team to ensure that the software components would meet our needs and operate
on our existing servers. The initial software test proved successful and further
development was aggressively pursued.
4.2 Database Fundamentals
There are several elements for design knowledge storage contained within
the PostgreSQL database, all of which center around the Artifact table. Figure 4
shows the Artifact table along w ith the S u b fu n c tio n JT y p e , S u b fu n ctio n ,
Artifact_Flozv and Flow tables.

Figure 4 - Main database tables
Each row in a database table denotes a field within the database. The fist
column in the database table is the name assigned to that data field. The second
column in the database table denotes the particular data type for the
corresponding field. Data types can take the form of serial, integer, Boolean or
characters (varchar). Within the data table, the third column can be designated
by pk or fk or alternatively be left blank. Using pk denotes that the field is a
primary key in the table. A primary key unambiguously specifies a row of a
table because primary keys must be unique from all tables within the database.
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A foreign key (fk), creates a relationship between a row in one table to a row
within another table. Usually a foreign key is used as a pointer to a primary key
field of another table within the database. Foreign keys are the main elements of
any relational database because they are the operators that establish relationships
between sets of data. The arrows within a database are used to denote table
relationships. For example, the A rtifactJFlow table has three arrows emerging
from it that terminate at the A rtifact table (Figure 4). These arrows describe
relationships between foreign keys within the Artifact_Flow table to a primary
key within the Artifact table.
The database is organized such that there is as little data redundancy as
possible. The database, as a whole, is determined to be in Third Normal Form
because of the following criteria:
First Normal Form - All attributes are single valued and only a single value
can exist at the intersection of a column and a row of a database table.
Second Normal Form - First Normal Form is established and all non-key
attributes are functionally dependent on the table's entire primary key.
Third Normal Form - Second Normal Form is established and the primary
key completely determines every attribute.
By building a Third Normal Form level database, insertion, deletion and
update anomalies are avoided. The database also has the ability to store files
such as images, CAD drawings or solid models. File storage is accomplished by
the ability of PostgreSQL to handle large objects. When a picture or other file is
imported to the database a four-step procedure is performed: 1) a large object
integer ID is obtained from the database, 2) a large object is created, opens the
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file and copies byte for byte into the large object, 3) the large object and file are
closed and 4) all referencing to the large object is directed by the object ID.
4.2.1 Design Knowledge Manipulation
The server and database side of the repository are responsible for all of the
design tool generation and data processing for web use and the entry
application. When generating design tools, the database runs a fairly simple
script. For example, the Function Component Matrix is generated by only a few
lines of code executed by the database. Shown below in pseudo-code are the
basic steps necessary to create a FCM within the repository.
The first task is to find all of the artifacts in the database for the given
system.
artifacts = findArtifacts()

Next, all of the functions that a given artifact performs must be found.
For each artifact found
Artifact a = currentArtifact
For each subfunction
For each inputflow
String fn = artifact.subfunction + artifact.inputflow
if(functions != contain(fn))
functions.add(fn)

The matrix must then be created,
int rowSize = functions.size()
int colSize = artifacts.size()
matrix = new int[rowSize][colSize]
for each row
String function = currentArtifact
For each column
Artifact artifact = currentArtifact
if(artifact.performsFunction(function))
matrix[row][col] = 1;
else
matrix[row][col] = 0;

The same basic process for FCM generation is also used to generate
Design Structure Matrices. For DSM generation the routine operates on input
and output artifacts as opposed to an artifact subfunction.
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4.3 Web Interface
The repository web front-end was constructed using JSP. Java Server
Pages is a web technology used to create dynamic web applications that separate
content from the overall site design layout. The separation of content from
design and component based foundation allows for faster web application
developm ent and increased m aintainability.

Component based design is

inherent in JSP since it is an extension of Java servlet technology which reduces
overall programming com plexity by separating key com ponents of the
repository system into objects. Objects are essentially a collection of related
attributes and methods that can be accessed or manipulated from outside the
object.

Objects are a fundam ental concept in Java, an object-oriented

programming language.
Java Server Pages were chosen above other languages for the web
interface because of its object-oriented design, and because it has the ability to
interact with Java objects. The objects used for the web interface have been
developed for a variety of tasks that include ways to manage connections to the
database and artifact information retrieval. Since these objects are written in Java
and are not platform dependent or require server specific modifications, the
reuse of these objects can be used in other parts of the repository system, namely
the client application.

The reuse of interoperable code greatly reduces

developm ent time for both the web interface and the standalone client
application.
When an artifact is viewed with the web interface, the JSP creates a Java
object based on a unique identifier for each artifact that corresponds with a
unique key in the database. The object automatically calls other objects for
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connecting to the database, executing database queries, and retrieving other
pertinent information.

Such inform ation can include the artifact's name,

description, quantity, and other attributes.

Once an object for an artifact is

created, the web interface then obtains the artifact's information by using
function calls to retrieve the applicable information. This data is then output to
the webpage with the artifact's information. The same process holds true for the
other artifact information such as, flow, parameters and the image associated
with the artifact.
4.4 Entry Application
The main purpose of the standalone application is for design knowledge
entry. The Repository Editor is written in Java and, like the web-based viewer, is
also 100% platform independent. With the Repository Editor, a user can input all
of the artifacts contained in a system or product.

Once general artifact

information like artifact name and hierarchy are defined, the user can then input
the associated artifact subfunctions and flows. The artifacts can then be 'strung'
together to add relationships between individual artifact subfunctions and input
and output flows. The Repository Editor can act independently to open and save
files on a local disc or authenticate with the server for file access. The same
relational constraints and defined lists imposed on the database are inherent in
the Repository Editor. To build a system within the editor, a new system must be
defined. Likewise a previously saved system can be opened and edited. When
'new system' is selected the editor prompts for a system name and then asks for
a username or user ID. Figure 5 shows the Repository Editor and how a new
system is defined.
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Figure 5 - Repository editor system creation
With a new system defined or previous system opened, the user can select
different tabs relating to different types of design knowledge. The first tab
Artifacts is used to create a new artifact or edit existing artifacts. The Artifacts tab
only collects design knowledge relating to the artifact name, the artifact pc rent,
quantity and description. Artifact images can also be added through the Artifacts
tab. Through this tab artifacts can be reviewed, added or simply deleted (Figure
6 ).
Artifact flows and subfunctions are populated through the Flows tab of the
editor. Each flow string corresponding to an artifact within the system is added
individually. The user is presented with pulldown menus containing predefined
lists for Input Flow, Subfunction and Output Flow. The user is also given the
option to denote a function-flow string as supporting or conceptual. Flows and
subfunctions can be added, edited or deleted through the Flows tab (Figure 7).
With the functions and artifacts defined, artifacts can then be mapped to
their related function through the M apping tab. To map an input artifact and
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output artifact to a flow string, the user selects the input artifact, the
corresponding input flow and output flow.

With the objects to be mapped

selected, clicking the "M ap" button creates an artifact flow string (Figure 8). To
map a functionality string to the parent artifact, the flow string is double-clicked
and an artifact selection box appears. Within the artifact selection box, the user
selects the appropriate artifact and clicks another "M ap" button to establish the
relationship.
The fourth tab within the editor, Param eters, is used to define artifact
param eters.

The user is able to define param eters such as artifact color,

geometry, material or manufacturing processes. To define a parameter the user
first selects an artifact from a pulldown menu. With the artifact selected, the user
can choose to define parameters of interest through additional pulldown menus
and entry fields. Currently, the repository editor is undergoing internal beta
testing and will be available for external beta testing shortly.
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5 REPOSITORY WEB FEATURES
The repository web interface, which offers guest and registered user
access is located at http: / /function.basiceng.umr.edu/repository/. The top-level
options within the web repository are; Browse, Search, Design Tools, Design
Methodology Dictio7iary, and Account Information. With the web based repository a
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user can browse and search artifacts, generate design tools and view a dictionary
of function and flow terms.
5.1 Browse
The Browse feature allows users to navigate through the repository. When
Browse is initially selected, all of the high-level systems within the repository are
shown at the left of the screen. The systems can be expanded such that artifacts
within the system are exposed. A hierarchical menu system allows for systems
to be expanded through subassemblies down to singular artifacts. The menu
system draws information from the S u b a r tifa c tjO f field of the database to
establish artifact hierarchy. Finally, when an artifact or assembly is selected a
repository listing of the artifact is shown on the right portion of the screen. A
screenshot of the Browse feature is shown in Figure 9.
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5.2 Search
The repository search feature allows for users to search on a string of input
flow, subfunction and output flow . Once the search criteria is selected, the database
is the queried. Figure 10 shows how a search string is input and how search
results are returned. The returned search results are hyperlinked to the Browse
page for that particular artifact.
5.3 Design Tools
When a repository user selects the design tool option, they are presented
with a listing of the high-level systems contained in the repository and selection
boxes to denote the type of desired design tool output. A user can select single
or multiple systems for design tool generation. Once the systems are selected, a
summary of the selected systems are presented, notifying the user of the number
of artifacts within the systems and system descriptions.

The repository can

currently output Function Component and Design Structure Matrices as well as
Bills of Materials. The user can select to output any combination of the specific
design tools. With the desired design tool output selected, clicking the "Generate
Tools" button will display an additional page with links to each of the selected
components. When the individual links are selected the server is queried and
that particular design tool is generated. Because the design tools are not stored
and pull directly from the repository database, the user will always be presented
with the most up-to-date design tool. A screenshot of the Design Tools main page
is shown in Figure 11.
The outputs for the query shown in Figure 9 are a Function Component
M atrix (Table 3), a Design Structure Matrix (Table 4) and a Bill of Materials
shown in Figure 12. Although not demonstrated here, multiple systems can be
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selected for design tool generation. Allow ing multiple system selections enables
for generation of an aggregated Bill of Materials or a. Chi M atrix [10] for use in
concept generation.
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6 REVIEW AND SUMMARY
Throughout the repository project several different aspects of design
know ledge storage and know ledge schem as have been review ed and
incorporated into the current suite of design tools. The initial representations
stemmed from Otto & Wood [23] and moved to incorporate NIST (National
Institute of Standards and Technology) schema [29]. By building and using the
repository, other design knowledge representations and conventions have
emerged, all of which better define artifact functional descriptions.

The

repository again matured when PostgreSQL was used for the underlying
database, further enforcing design knowledge relationships and consistency.
Again moving forward, the repository has incorporated automatic generation of
design tools in the design structure and function component matrices and bills of
materials.
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The automatic generation of design tools demonstrates the robustness of
the representation schema used within the repository. Although not shown in
this paper, the computer generated design tools are identical matches to their
hand generated counterparts. Additionally the capability of creating design tools
for multiple artifacts moves the repository system closer to autonomous concept
generation. Currently the function component and design structure matrices
have direct impact within our lab when used in original and redesign efforts.
7 FUTURE WORK
Future work includes increasing the number of design tools that can be
directly exported from the repository as well as incorporating more knowledge
representations and further database and computational optim izations.

In

particular, the next hurdle of our repository system is adding the capability to
autom atically export functional m odels containing not only conceptual level
product information but also supporting level design knowledge.
V e cto r

G rap h ics

(SVG)

and

XSLT

(e x te n sib le

Scalable

S ty lesh eet L ang u ag e

Transformations) could be implemented to generate functional models directly
from the design knowledge database.

Another ultimate goal of the repository

system is to build capabilities to support concept generation. W ith each
additional representation or feature added to the repository, ways of optimizing
system speed and efficiency must be explored in order to keep the repository as
an effective design aid tool.
The bed of repository products thus far has been limited m ainly to
consumer products.

The repository team is working immediately to update

previously extracted product design knowledge to include supporting function,
component naming and assembly representations. By augmenting all of the
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existing products with this design knowledge, the repository will reach a higher
level or design knowledge representation. Currently, the repository is populated
with approximately 50 consumer products and it is desired to expand out of the
consumer product realm to larger more complex systems as well as single part
representation.

Long term, th e intent is to populate the repository with

thousands of products spanning m ultiple domains.

W ith a foundation of

numerous products, data m ining can also be performed to further investigate
relationships betw een design know ledge attributes.

Through data m ining,

computational subroutines can further be refined to produce more accurate and
solution viable results when performing search or concept generation operations.
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2. CONTRIBUTIONS

The repository project at UMR has significantly impacted and contributed
to engineering design knowledge as well as the broader field of science. Directly,
the repository has transformed a disparate set of product design knowledge into
a coherent body and offers extended capability for current Product Data
M anagem ent applications.

Because of the need for autom atic design tool

generation, a non-traditional representation has been developed to increase
design tool accuracy. The repository system supports autom atic design tool
generation and knowledge search and navigation. The prototype repository
system, available on the web, reaches designers and researchers worldwide.
The current repository system establishes a foundation for technical
memory storage. Knowledge from experts can be cataloged along side or within
product design knowledge by the repository. Automatic design tool generation
is another benefit of this repository implementation. By allowing design tools to
be created dynamically and built for any product or set of products, designers
are no longer presented with the tedious task of generating these tools by hand.
The im plem entation of the prototype design repository on the web,
supports a new mode of design know ledge exchange between researchers in
both industry and academia. The exchange of ideas and information furthers the
developm ent of the repository project by incorporating supplemental design
knowledge components. Each contribution heightens the resolution as well as
the breadth of design knowledge within the repository. With each additional
design knowledge representation added, the repository emerges a sm arter
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system. Over time, a m ature repository could likely be used to support artificial
intelligence systems.
Broader impacts of this research include the underlying design knowledge
segm entation and categorization techniques as well as building a foundation to
support automated reasoning. The underpinnings of the repository increase the
ability to archive any corporate know ledge of human experts in a form that is
parsable and computable. One such aspect involves identifying pertinent design
knowledge attributes and separating those attributes from variables that can be
considered noise. Expert know ledge can then be stored and used to support
automated reasoning in fields such as artificial intelligence.
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